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COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting on 12 November 2008
in the Council Chamber at 113 Chancery Lane, London
PART 1
Present

Paul Marsh (President)
Bob Heslett (Vice-President)
Linda Lee (Deputy Vice-President)
Peter Adams, Robin ap Cynan, Adrian Barham, Paul Barnes, Richard
Barr, Christina Blacklaws, Verity Boocock, David Bott, Grace Brass,
Denis Cameron, Andrew Caplen, Sue Carter, Sara Chandler, Rajshree
Chhatrisha, Christopher Clark, Helen Clarke, Stuart Collingham,
George Curran, Helen Davies, Paul Davies, Simon Davis, Nigel Day,
Nigel Dodds, Frank D’Souza, Joe Egan, Keith Etherington, Nicholas
Fluck, Jeffrey Forrest, Michael Franks, Derek French, Michael Garson,
Jennifer Gracie, David Greene, Wesley Gryk, Philip Hamer, Wendy
Hewstone, Andrew Holroyd, Brian Hughes, Anne Jarvis, Ian Kelcey,
Angus King, Carolyn Kirby, Ian Lithman, Patricia Lush, Kevin Martin,
Clare McConnell, David McIntosh, Maria Memoli, David Merkel, Rod
Mole, David Morgan, Tim Mutti, Sue Nelson, Nwabueze Nwokolo,
Michael Orton-Jones, Tim O’Sullivan, Penny Palmer, John Pickup, Basil
Preuveneers, Tony Prichard, Patrick Richards, Jonathan Ripman, Lucy
Scott-Moncrieff, Razi Shah, Michael Singleton, Jonathan Smithers,
Jonathan Stephens, David Taylor, Rodney Warren, John Weaver, Chris
Welton, Fraser Whitehead, Michael Williams, Stanley Williams, John
Wotton, Gaynor Wragg, Simon Young.

In
attendance

Desmond Hudson, Chief Executive of the Law Society

By
invitation

Deborah Evans, Chief Executive, Legal Complaints Service (minute 41)
Shamit Saggar, Chair, Legal Complaints Service Board (minute 41)
Antony Townsend, Chief Executive, Solicitors Regulation Authority
(minute 42)
Peter Williamson, Chair, Solicitors Regulation Authority Board
(minute 42)

Apologies

Richard Barnett, John Bleasdale, Rob Brown, John Calladine, David
Dixon, Paul Finch, Malcolm Fowler, Fleur Palmer, David Payne, Andrew
Tucker, Michael Webster, John White, Peter Wright.

32

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The President welcomed David Bott to his first meeting.
The President informed the Council of the death of Sir Alan Leslie who
was President of the Society in 1985. Sir John Wickerson had attended
the funeral on the Council’s behalf.
The President announced that Christopher Digby-Bell had resigned
from the Council with immediate effect.
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PART 1 MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL MEETING ON 8 OCTOBER
2008
The Part 1 minutes of the Council meeting on 8 October 2008 were
approved.

34

MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
There were no matters arising.

35

QUESTION TIME
Des Hudson had recently received questions from Sue Carter which he
would respond to and circulate by email.

36

Des
Hudson

COLOMBIA HUMAN RIGHTS MISSION
Sara Chandler gave a presentation on a human rights mission to
Colombia in August 2008. She extended thanks to the President, the
Chair of the Society’s Charity, Nigel Dodds, and Courtenay Barklem,
from the Society’s International Department, for their assistance in
helping the mission come to fruition.
Over half of the delegation of 72 comprised UK lawyers, including four
Council members, with members from the Paris Bar, the Madrid Bar
and other European Bars making up the remainder.
The Federation of European Bars (FBE) had passed resolutions in
2006, 2007 and 2008 to support Colombian human rights lawyers who
worked under constant threat of assassination for representing trade
unions, whose members were themselves targeted for assassination.
This trip was intended to highlight the issues which these lawyers had
to deal with and to demonstrate wide support for them.
The delegation visited courts and prisons and attended a series of
briefings in Bogotá by an EU monitoring team. It heard evidence from a
number of lawyers who had suffered abuse. There was no
representative law society or Bar in Colombia which could take up these
issues. The Vice President of the Colombian Human Rights’ Team had
agreed to investigate the death of human rights lawyers and it was
hoped that the IBA would monitor this. Sir Henry Brooke would be
giving a talk on the issues affecting Colombian lawyers at the Law
Society on 24 November 2008.
The President thanked Sara Chandler for her initiative and hard work in
getting the mission off the ground and all the Council members involved
in drawing international attention to the plight of human rights lawyers in
Colombia. He added that the delegation’s work had been well-received
at the recent IBA Conference.

37

EFFECTIVE MODERN REGULATION
The Society had commissioned Lord Hunt of Wirral to undertake a
review of regulation of the profession as a whole. Nick Smedley,
formerly a senior civil servant in the MoJ, would undertake a distinct
strand of the review, on the regulation of corporate firms. He would
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report his findings in February 2009, which would feed into the overall
review which was due to report in summer 2009.
A reference group, chaired by the Vice-President, had been formed to
assist Nick Smedley, comprising representatives from corporate firms
and from corporate users of legal services.
In explaining the background to the review, Helen Davies, Chair of the
Regulatory Affairs Board (RAB) said that it was crucial that the
representative Law Society took the lead on what effective modern
regulation meant.
The reviewer had already met stakeholders such as the Law Society,
the Bar Council, the City of London Law Society and the College of
Law, and that there were consistent messages coming from the
corporate firms who felt that regulation should not be eased but should
be more appropriate and proportionate to the type of firm; and who
were unsure whether the SRA had the skills to deal with the regulation
of corporate firms. Some Council members suggested that it would be
better if the corporate review reference group were to include members
who were not from a corporate background and would not be affected
by any changes to the regulatory regime.
Council members expressed concern about the publicity in the legal
press which had conveyed the impression that dual-regulation had
already been decided upon and that corporate firms would end up with
a light-touch regulatory system and high street firms the opposite. It
was not clear why corporate firms merited different treatment from other
solicitors. Helen Davies responded that the review of corporate firm
regulation was one part of Lord Hunt’s overall review into which it would
feed.
There was a discussion about what the term ‘corporate’ meant, and
whether it applied only to large firms, firms located in the City of
London, or small firms with a niche corporate area of practice. The
Council heard that the description which most ‘corporate’ solicitors used
was international corporate, banking and finance work.
Several members expressed disquiet about the way in which the
Council had been informed of the review. Helen Davies accepted that
this could have been handled better. Others commented on the
review’s cost: at a time when the future of committees was being
debated (with the abolition of some being contemplated) to save costs,
there was doubt over whether it was right to spend £325,000 on a
project which might be of no value to the profession should the SRA or
the Society not act on any of Lord Hunt’s recommendations.
In response, the Chief Executive commented that thought leadership
was central to the Society’s role in representing the profession’s
interests. Lord Hunt’s review would inform those making the decisions
on the future of regulation. Lord Hunt had expressed his wish to engage
with all parts of the profession to seek their views, and had confirmed
that equality and diversity issues would be central to his review. The
Chief Executive confirmed that that the review’s cost would not impact
on resources for committees.
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Helen Davies asked members not to prejudge the review’s outcomes.
There would be a number of roadshows which would enable the
profession to give views to Lord Hunt.
The Council noted the report.
38

COUNCIL SIZE AND MEMBERSHIP
Tim O’Sullivan, Chair of the Council Membership Committee (CMC),
opened the adjourned debate on his Committee’s report. There was
now a supplementary report with the original report, and this
(superseding the original recommendations) invited the Council initially
to vote on three options, following which a further report from the CMC
on the other issues raised in the original report would, if appropriate, be
brought to a future Council meeting.
The three options were –
(a)

a Council of 75 members (61 geographical members and
14 non-geographical members);

(b)

a Council of 85 members (61 geographical members and
24 non-geographical members); and

(c)

no change.

Tim O’Sullivan explained that the 85-member option had been included
because in the debate at the previous meeting some support for this
had been evident in the Council. He drew attention to the fact that all
the non-geographical members’ terms of office expired at the 2009
AGM and this, together with the fact that no time or resources were
available for a full review of the geographical constituencies, had meant
the CMC had concentrated on looking at the non-geographical seats.
He referred to the various governance reviews and consultations which
had taken place since 2004, in which a constant theme had been the
need for a smaller Council, and urged the Council to make a definite
decision on this issue.
Among the points made in the debate were –
•

Non-geographical Council members made a great contribution
to the work of the Council and enhanced its representativeness.

•

It was wrong to focus on the non-geographical seats; the issue
should be looked at in the round, including the geographical
seats. Several members would support a reduction in the
Council, but not solely through reducing the non-geographical
seats.

•

‘Area of law’ seats formed a valuable bridge with the specialist
committees.

•

Solicitors tended to identify more with their area of practice or
the type of law they practised than with their locality.
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•

Elections were often uncontested in the geographical
constituencies – if there was a democratic deficit, it was in the
geographical seats.

•

The consultation on which the CMC had based its
recommendations was flawed.

•

The Council should take note of what had happened in the
recent postal vote, and only reduce its size as the CMC
proposed if it could be sure of carrying the profession with it.

Part way through the debate Sue Nelson moved that the question be
put, and this was seconded. A vote was taken which failed to achieve
the necessary two-thirds majority for the debate to be closed.
For: 45 Against 28 Abstentions 1 (not carried)
The debate therefore continued, and subsequently Sue Nelson moved
again that the question be put, which was seconded. A further vote was
taken in which two-thirds of the members voting supported the closure
of the debate.
For: 52 Against 22 Abstentions 1 (carried)
Tim O’Sullivan responded briefly to the debate, referring to the 1997
convention on how the Council should deal with CMC
recommendations, and saying that if the Council voted for no change,
the CMC could regard the convention as being engaged.
Since there were three options on which the Council was invited to vote
the President structured the voting procedure in two stages; assuming
no option achieved more than 50% of the votes in the first stage, the
lowest-scoring option would drop out after the first stage, and the
Council would then vote on the remaining two options.
Accordingly, the Council first voted on the three options, as follows –
(1)

Council of 75 (61 geographical + 14 non-geographical) 23

(2)

Council of 85 (61 geographical + 24 non-geographical) 17

(3)

No change

33

The Council therefore voted on a choice between options (1) and (3) or
abstaining. The Council agreed that there should be no change to its
size and structure, the voting being as follows:
(1)

Council of 75 (as above)

31

(2)

No change

41

(3)

Abstentions

3
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39

IMPACT OF THE LEGAL AID SETTLEMENT
The Deputy Vice President, Linda Lee, updated the Council on the
impact of the legal aid settlement.
Linda reported that Legal Services Commission had been positive and
helpful in the setting up of a number of groups.
The Quality Working Group comprised representatives from the Institute
of Advanced Legal Studies, the MoJ and the SRA as well as members
of the Society. The Group had set up a project with the LSC to devise a
questionnaire to be completed by firms which had been peer-reviewed.
A research project was also being undertaken to look at the correlation
between peer review (a principle supported by the Council) and
accreditation and which of the two systems would be the better one
against which to measure. The LSC would now accept Lexcel as an
alternative to the Specialist Quality Mark, which would be of immediate
benefit to small legal aid firms.
The Contract Compliance Audit Group had almost completed its work
and had made good progress on the following issues:
•
•
•

there would be no recoupment of costs where only one or two
files were nil-assessed;
firms which scored well in the audit process would be removed
from the process the following year; and
improved clarity of the audit criteria would be provided to firms.

Andrew Caplen, Chair of the Access to Justice Committee also
commented on the LSC’s desire to be constructive and to make good
progress. It was important to prevent any further reduction of money
available to legal aid and it was imperative to maintain the distribution of
money between the Bar and solicitors.
He had met Lord Bach who had announced that the Government would
be spending £21m on legal aid impact tests. It was hoped that this
money would be additional Government money and not taken out of
current legal aid provision. He also reported progress made on
standard monthly payments and reconciliation.
A member asked about the recent establishment of further CLACs and
CLANs, as the settlement was intended to stay the establishment of
further centres. It was explained that the settlement contained a list of
CLACs and CLANs some of which had been set up and some of which
had not yet been set up. This list could not be added to but those which
were on the list would be established.
40

CONTINGENCY FUNDING
Linda Lee introduced the paper which proposed consulting the
profession on contingency funding of claims. The Council’s approval
was sought in view of the possible change to policy and reputational
risk that this might involve.
Contingency funding in the form of conditional fees (an uplift on the
base fee, recoverable from damages), contingency fees (a percentage
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of damages) or third party funding enabled access to justice for those
who might not otherwise be able to afford it and recognised the litigation
risk taken by the solicitor or third party funder, and the prohibition of
contingency funding in certain types of case could be viewed as
outdated. Consideration of whether third party funding should be
regulated was needed. The consultation would make no
recommendations, but present arguments for and against contingency
funding for consideration by the profession.
The Council agreed to review its policy on contingency fees and that Mark
there should be a consultation with the profession in the form as Stobbs/
Martin
attached at Appendix A to the report.

Heskins

41

REPORT OF THE CHAIR OF THE LEGAL COMPLAINTS SERVICE
BOARD
The Chair of the LCS Board, Professor Shamit Saggar, presented his
report, which had been circulated. Professor Saggar drew attention to
the following –
•

The Chair of the Office of Legal Complaints had now been
appointed, and the Board looked forward to working with her to
achieve a smooth handover.

•

Good progress was being made in achieving a cost reduction of
6% on budget by the year end.

•

Discussions with the LSCC were at an early stage over the
preparation of a non-statutory plan for the handover period.

Nwabueze Nwokolo, Chair of the Equality and Diversity Committee,
commended the Board on its equality and diversity strategy, which was
appended to the report.
The Council noted the report.
42

REPORT OF THE CHAIR OF THE SOLICITORS REGULATION
AUTHORITY BOARD
The Chair of the SRA Board, Peter Williamson, presented his report. He
gave additional information about the indemnity insurance renewal
process. Business written to-date in the current process was £215.6
million, compared to £208 million in 2007. The indemnity market had
hardened significantly. The SRA was receiving considerably more
telephone enquiries on the subject. 146 firms were looking to be
included in the Assigned Risks Pool (although this was not necessarily
the final figure), a significant increase on the figure for 2007 (25). The
SRA would review the position once the renewal process was complete
but it had to be remembered that the profession had voted in 2001 to go
into the market, and insurance markets were cyclical. The SRA could
not control the market.
In answer to a question, Peter Williamson said he would look further at
the issue of whether there should continue to be a single renewal date
for indemnity insurance. The view taken hitherto was that this was
advantageous to firms, since it maximised competition.
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Peter Williamson gave information about the PC renewal process. So
far, 78,190 renewal forms had been received, as compared to 2007,
when around 83,700 forms had been received. The reasons for the
decrease were not clear. Reminder letters would be issued shortly to
the relevant firms.
Peter Williamson undertook to respond in writing to questions on the
following:
•

details of the kind of enquiries received by the SRA ethics
helpline;

•

whether there should be a discounted fee for recognised bodies
not holding clients’ monies;

•

proposals (referred to in paragraph 3.1.8 of the SRA Chief
Executive’s report) to abolish the remuneration certificate
procedure.

The SRA Board would be considering referral fees at its December
meeting, and would report to the Council in January.

Peter
Williamson

Peter
Williamson

Peter Williamson confirmed that further details of new Higher Rights of
Audience regulations, now going through the Schedule 4 procedure,
were on the SRA website.
The Council noted the report.
43

CHARTER AMENDMENTS: POSTAL BALLOT RESULTS
The Council noted the results of the postal ballot on proposed Charter
amendments relating to enabling powers on non-corporate membership
structure and non-membership relationships as follows:
7,123 votes in favour of the amendments

(40.5% of the valid vote)

10,445 votes against the amendments

(59.5% of the valid vote)

12.8% of eligible voters had participated.
The current definitions of Law Society membership and of associate
and affiliate status would therefore remain unchanged.
44

THE COMMITTEE STRUCTURE
Linda Lee presented options, as agreed by the LAP Board, on the
future of the committee structure. A revised set of proposals was tabled.
Funding was now available for a new constitutional and human rights
committee and the abolition of the committees for housing law, mental
health and disability, and planning and environmental law, was no
longer being proposed. Representations from these committees (and
also from, and in support of, the Alternative Dispute Resolution
Committee) had been received and tabled. Linda Lee thanked all the
committees for the high quality of their work.
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Recruitment was under way to fill manager and policy adviser positions
in the Legal Policy Directorate. This should be completed in early 2009
and would provide increased policy support for the committees.
Members made the following comments:
•

The LAP Board had to balance the needs of the profession
against what the Society could realistically deliver.

•

No committees should be abolished until objective criteria for
assessing their performance had been set.

•

The LAP Board should avoid sending mixed messages to the
specialist committees which could undermine the goodwill of
committee members.

•

The Family Law Committee did not have the capacity to take on
the responsibility of alternative dispute resolution work. There
should be greater cross-fertilisation between committees - this
worked well with a Family Law Committee member on the
Access to Justice Committee.

•

The focus should be on outcomes achieved by committees.

•

The committees’ work should be communicated to the
profession, otherwise their value and benefit was diminished.

•

LAP Board intended to form a group of committee chairs to work
on a best practice guideline. It was hoped that the necessary
resources would be available before the end of the year.

Lucy Scott-Moncrieff indicated that she intended to submit a Council
member motion to the December meeting, to ask Council to provide a
steer about the Society’s priority areas of work, and to request that
Council contribute to the debate about the criteria to assess the
performance of committees. Linda Lee invited her to attend the LAP
Board beforehand.
During the debate, Sue Nelson, duly seconded, moved that the meeting
proceed to the next item of business. Upon being put to the vote the
motion was lost.
For: 31; Against: 38; Abstentions: 2 (not carried)
Nigel Dodds, duly seconded, then moved that the question be put.
Upon being put to the vote, this was carried.
For: 50; Against: 17; Abstentions: 2 (carried)
The Council agreed:
(1) to convert the Electronic Law Committee into a reference group.
The resources saved would be used to provide more support to
the existing committees;

Mark
Stobbs/
Mark
Paulson

For: 57; Against: 9; Abstentions: 4 (carried)
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(2) to transfer responsibility for alternative dispute resolution to the
Civil Litigation Committee and create an ADR seat on the Family
Law Committee and the Civil Litigation Committee. The
resources saved would be used to provide more support to the
existing committees;
For:42; Against: 21; Abstentions: 7 (carried)
(3) to allocate an extra £95,000 to enable additional support to
existing committees and to create a Constitutional and Human
Rights Committee, subject to a business case for that committee
being approved by Council on the recommendation of the LAP
Board; and
For:40; Against: 26; Abstentions: 3 (carried)

(4) that the Civil Litigation Committee be renamed the Civil Justice
Committee.
For:49; Against:12; Abstentions: 8 (carried)
45

PUBLICISING GENERAL MEETINGS
The Council deferred this item until its next meeting.

46

Flick
Heron

COUNCIL WORKPLAN 2008-2009
The Council noted the update on its workplan for 2008-9.

47

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT
The Council noted the Chief Executive’s regular report on the work
being undertaken by the Society to support solicitors since the previous
meeting.
The Chief Executive highlighted the following matters:
•

A paper had been tabled which summarised some of the
Society’s activities to help solicitors get through the credit
crunch. The Society was seeking urgent meetings with the
clearing banks to discuss the extent of funding available for
solicitor practices, especially small firms. The first Law Society
live webinar, ‘Surviving the credit crunch’, was available to view
on the Law Society website. Another webinar to help practices
face the credit crunch would soon be available. This was an
important development in disseminating information to the
profession.

•

The Indemnity Insurance Sub-group had met on 11 November
2008 to assess the state of the Professional Indemnity
Insurance (PII) market and to consider how the Society could
assist the profession. A summary of the meeting had been
tabled.
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Nigel Day, Chair of the Sub-group, reported that firms had had mixed
experiences when sourcing PII and that certain sections of the
profession were more likely to struggle to get an appropriate quote. The
Sub-group had identified a number of actions it would take, including
the production of a Practice Note with advice on how best to source PII,
looking at the future use of the Assigned Risks Pool (ARP), and also
how to deal with the hardening of the market for sections of the
profession. The sub-group would research the pros and cons of a single
renewal date for the profession.
The Chief Executive answered members’ questions as follows:
•

The information on the credit crunch and PII would be circulated
to the profession via the President’s Update, Professional
Update and the Law Society Gazette. Members were
encouraged to circulate the information to constituents.

•

Work was progressing on how the Society could assist members
that were looking to exit the profession. A report would be made
to Council in due course.

•

No response had been received from Tim Dutton QC, Chairman
of the Bar Council, to the Society’s reaction to his criticisms
about the quality of some solicitor advocates. The Society did
not believe there was evidence of poor levels of advocacy by
solicitors.

•

The Society had been granted permission to intervene in the
High Court action against huge fee increases for care
proceedings. A decision was still awaited.

Post meeting note: The High Court dismissed a claim, brought by four
councils and supported by the Law Society and the NSPCC, that the
policy of full cost recovery in family proceedings was unlawful.
48

REPORT OF THE CHAIR OF THE MEMBERSHIP BOARD
The Council noted a year-end report of the Membership Board and the
progress against its Workplan 2008.
The Council noted the Board’s Workplan for 2009.

49

REPORT OF THE CHAIR OF THE REGULATORY AFFAIRS BOARD
Helen Davies reported on the RAB’s work.
RAB wanted to see the transfer of non-mandatory accreditation
schemes and panels from the SRA to the Law Society. The SRA had
asked to retain and review accreditation and had included it within its
workplan. The Society would press for the transfer. General
Regulations changes would be needed to prepare for the transfer and a
paper would be presented at the December Council meeting.
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The Chief Executive explained that Lord Hunt of Wirral and Nick
Smedley had been selected to conduct the reviews of regulation and
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corporate firms because their experience matched the criteria needed
for the tasks. The positions had not, therefore, been advertised (also
see Minute 37).
RAB meetings in 2009 would take place weeks in advance of, rather
than the day before, Council meetings.
The Council noted the report and the draft RAB Workplan for 2009.
50

REPORT OF THE CHAIR OF THE LEGAL AFFAIRS AND POLICY
BOARD
The Council noted the report which detailed issues considered by the
LAPB on 21 October including client funds, the TransAction Plus
project, judicial appointments, provision of information by the Public
Affairs Unit, the committee structure, the Committee Chair Handbook,
Queens Counsel appointments, the Sharee Council Code of Practice,
working groups, contingency fees, collective redress, administrative
redress, a calendar of forthcoming consultations, accreditation and the
Board’s workplan.

51

COUNCIL MEMBER MOTIONS
There were no motions.

52

ORAL REPORTS
Equality and Diversity
Nwabueze Nwokolo reported on the E&D Committee’s current activities
which included working on a Group E&D Strategy, equal pay issues,
and a Diversity Charter which would be launched in early 2009.
She encouraged Council members to be champions of equality and
diversity. It was not an issue solely for the Equality and Diversity
Committee but one that should be welcomed and promoted by all
solicitors. The President and the Chief Executive had demonstrated
their support by attending Equality and Diversity Committee and BME
Forum meetings.

Signed: ………………………………………
Paul Marsh, President
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COUNCIL
17 December 2008

Item 8

Classification – Public
Purpose – For decision

ACCREDITATION
The Issues
This paper invites Council to confirm that it wishes to transfer the running and
development of voluntary accreditation schemes from the SRA to the representative
Law Society.
Decision
Council is asked to approve the following amendments to the General Regulations:
In Regulation 26(4) (The Solicitors Regulation Authority Board), delete “(including
accreditation schemes and panels) but without prejudice to the operation of voluntary
accreditation schemes and panels by any representative part of the Society” and
replace with the following –
“(including accreditation schemes and panels, but only where these are
mandatory)”
At the end of Regulation 26(4) add –
“In this paragraph, ‘mandatory’ means in relation to a particular form of
accreditation a requirement either by statute or by the Solicitors Practice
Rules that the person or body concerned must be accredited in order to be
able, either lawfully or in accordance with the rules of conduct, to carry out the
activity to which the accreditation relates.”
Policy Position
The Policy Compendium will need to be updated if the Council approves the
proposal.
Financial and Resourcing implications
It is proposed that the staff budget transfer to the Law Society with effect from 1
January 2009 but that no immediate changes are made to activities or reporting lines.
The Law Society will then discuss next steps with the SRA during the first quarter of
2009 with new reporting lines and structures being established no later than June
2009.

Equality and Diversity implications
In running voluntary accreditation schemes the Society will wish to ensure equality of
opportunity.

Consultation
The proposal has the support of RAB, the Membership Board and the LAPB. RAB
considered the issue of accreditation in May, July and September 2008; the
Membership Board in November 2007 and February, April, June, July, September,
October and November 2008; and LAPB in June, July, September, October and
November 2008.
The SRA has been consulted and has strong reservations about the proposal.
Directors:
Authors:
Date of report:

Mark Stobbs, Director of Legal Policy and Anne Godfrey,
Director of Law Society Services
Mark Stobbs and Anne Godfrey
1 December 2008
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1. This paper recommends Council to confirm that it wishes to transfer the running
and development of voluntary accreditation schemes from the SRA to the
representative Law Society.
2. The Society developed a number of schemes for accrediting skills in particular
areas of law. A list of these is at Annex A to these documents. Some were
developed to meet particular requirements of the law and the Solicitors Practice
Rules (eg the higher rights scheme). Others were developed in conjunction with
the LSC to provide particular skills for their needs and become a passport to work
for that particular authority. Others were developed because there was perceived
to be a need for a scheme to identify experts in a particular area of law.
3. There is no suggestion that compulsory schemes should not remain with the
regulator. These are schemes where it is either a legal or regulatory requirement
that a practitioner be accredited through such a scheme in order lawfully (or in
compliance with the practice rules) to undertake the work. It is obviously
appropriate for a regulator to continue to control these. The remaining schemes
are voluntary, in that a practitioner can choose whether or not to undertake them,
even though in practice some purchasers (e.g. the LSC) may require
accreditation under the scheme for the practitioner to be paid to do the work.
4. The schemes have long been recognised as being a “grey area” where it is
arguable that they fulfil regulatory and representative functions. When regulatory
matters were delegated to the SRA, the view was taken that accreditation
schemes should fall within the regulatory category.
5. There are arguments in favour of either side undertaking the work. The SRA
would be likely to argue that:
•
•
•

As a regulator, there is a duty to ensure that there is proper public information
about the quality of lawyers;
Accreditation schemes can encourage the improvement of quality, which is a
legitimate objective of a regulator
Accreditation schemes run by the regulator are more likely to carry
confidence of users and purchasers than those run by the representative arm.

6. It is worth noting that these arguments are likely to find favour with the LSB, the
LSC and some other purchasers.
7. On the other hand, there are strong arguments for a representative body running
them:
•
•
•
•

Representative bodies have an interest in maintaining the standards of their
members and ensuring their integrity;
Representative bodies are well placed to work with major purchasers to
ensure that the standards of schemes meet their reasonable requirements;
Accreditation schemes provide publicity for members and are also a form of
advertising – the sort of thing that a representative body ought to be providing
for its members;
It is strongly arguable that a regulator should limit itself to compulsory
schemes and should be working with the representative body to encourage
voluntary schemes, but should not run them.
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8. The issue has been considered by the RAB, Membership Board and LAPB. All
are unanimous in their view that the representative side of the Society should be
responsible for running voluntary accreditation schemes.
9. This would not prevent the SRA deciding that accreditation was essential for
particular activities (obviously based on appropriate evidence). Nor would it
prevent them seeking to encourage or assist the representative side in
developing individual schemes or setting standards for them.
10. It is likely to take a bit of time to take over the administration of the schemes. It
will be necessary to look at the management and staffing structure needed and to
decide how it should be fitted within the existing management structure. It is
proposed that the staff budget transfer to the Law Society with effect from 1
January 2009 but that no immediate changes are made to activities or reporting
lines. The Law Society will then discuss next steps with the SRA during the first
quarter of 2009 with new reporting lines and structures being established no later
than June 2009.
11. The SRA has been consulted about this proposal and does not support it. The
relevant correspondence is attached at Annex B. Two particular concerns are
raised:
•
•

Some major purchasers in fact make the schemes compulsory and they
would prefer them to be administered by the SRA;
The SRA is looking at its policy for quality assurance and it would be wrong
for the Law Society to pre-empt that.

12. Peter Williamson will wish to speak about this to Council.
13. It might be thought that there are two flaws to the SRA’s arguments. First, the
fact that a major purchaser insists on particular standards of competence does
not necessarily make it appropriate for a regulator to administer those –
particularly if they are higher than might be required of ordinarily competent
practitioners. Secondly, the SRA’s work on quality appears to be at a very early
stage and it is unlikely that they will be in a position to take a view for some
months, thus putting considerable planning blight on the representative side
developing these schemes.
14. To achieve the transfer, Council will need, in effect, to decide that it is
inappropriate for the SRA to undertake such schemes. Otherwise there will be a
danger of duplication of work. Such an approach, however, is consistent with a
view that it is simply inappropriate for a regulator itself to develop voluntary
accreditation schemes.
15. The following proposed amendments to the General Regulations will achieve this
result:
In Regulation 26(4) (The Solicitors Regulation Authority Board), delete
“(including accreditation schemes and panels) but without prejudice to the
operation of voluntary accreditation schemes and panels by any
representative part of the Society” and replace with the following –
“(including accreditation schemes and panels, but only where these
are mandatory)”
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At the end of Regulation 26(4) add –
“In this paragraph, ‘mandatory’ means in relation to a particular form of
accreditation a requirement either by statute or by the Solicitors
Practice Rules that the person or body concerned must be accredited
in order to be able, either lawfully or in accordance with the rules of
conduct, to carry out the activity to which the accreditation relates.”
Annex C shows the entire amended regulation.
16. Council needs to bear in mind that this decision will not be popular with the SRA
and is likely to be subject to scrutiny by the LSB. Nevertheless, it is an
intellectually justifiable position to hold and the clear view of the three Boards is
that Council should make these amendments.
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Annex A
LIST OF CURRENT ACCREDITATION SCHEMES RUN BY THE SRA
Mandatory Schemes
These would remain with the SRA.
•
•
•

Higher Rights (for as long as it is compulsory)
Insolvency
Police Station Accreditation (which accredits employees rather than solicitors)

Voluntary Schemes
The following would transfer from the SRA to the representational Law Society:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mental Health
Children
Immigration
Family (1st stage and advanced)
Criminal Litigation
Clinical Negligence
Planning
Personal Injury
Family and Civil/Commercial Mediation.
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Annex B
By email

Antony Townsend
Chief Executive
Solicitors Regulation Authority
Ipsley Court
Berrington Court
Redditch
B98 0TD

5 November 2008

Dear Antony,
Re: Accreditation
We are writing further to Clare Gilligan’s letter of 15th October about the staffing arrangements for
accreditation.
As you know, there have been a number of discussions over the last year about the transfer of
voluntary accreditation schemes back to the Law Society. This issue has been debated by
Council, which passed the matter back for consideration by the relevant TLS Boards (RAB, LABP
and Membership) and for discussion and consultation with SRA. The three Boards for their part
are minded to recommend that such schemes more properly sit within the representative function.
The formal meeting held in September with Liz and Claire was intended to discuss these issues
and if possible move this matter forward in a collaborative manner. Whilst we understand your
desire for a lengthier, formal approach, we are concerned that this may delay matters and cause
further uncertainty.
We believe that there are a number of compelling reasons to reach the decision mooted by the
Boards:
1. While it is clearly right that regulatory arms should run compulsory accreditation schemes,
voluntary schemes, by definition, are ones which have different objectives and do not
require the Regulator to provide them itself or even, necessarily, monitor their
effectiveness;
2. However such schemes are well suited to a representative body – they take forward its
own interest in encouraging high standards – and form part of the suite of products that
such an organisation should provide. Moreover, the fact that such schemes are run by the
profession may relieve the Regulator of the burden of direct action because the profession
is acting both in its own and in the public interest;
3. The Law Society would like to review these voluntary schemes and make them both more
relevant to members and more up to date. They would form a major part of our strategy to
promote excellence in the profession.
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We note that the SRA is currently reviewing its mechanisms for assessing quality assurance and
your view that it would be appropriate for any change to accreditation to await that as yet
unscheduled decision. We do not think that it would be right to delay, particularly in the light of our
discussions with the SRA so far.
We would obviously be keen to have a dialogue with you about the way in which the schemes
work and to consider your views on the relevant standards and charges for such schemes. We
would also expect to establish other voluntary schemes if there were either a demand from our
members or if we (SRA and TLS) took the view that the public interest required new voluntary
schemes in particular areas of law.
We therefore wish to propose to Council at its meeting in December to agree changes to the
General Regulations to return responsibility for accreditation to the Law Society. Naturally in doing
so we would take account of any further points you may to make.
We would hope that the final proposals can be framed by way of a joint approach or, if agreement
is elusive, by Council having before it any dissenting views from SRA as well as the paper from
TLS.
Subject to that and any final decision taken by Council if the Law Society’s Boards were to
proceed as they are currently minded to do we would discuss with you the best way of transferring
the resources in the course of the next year. We have also alerted Group Finance to the possibility
of such a transfer to advise the current business planning process.
We would be happy to meet to discuss this matter further.
Yours sincerely

Anne Godfrey
Director – Law Society Services
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Des Hudson
Chief Executive
Law Society
Chancery Lane
By email

21 November 2008

Dear Des
Accreditation
I am responding to the letter from Anne Godfrey and Mark Stobbs of 5 November 2008.
Accreditation was also, of course, discussed at the last CRG meeting.
In the SRA’s view, the wish of the representative part of the Law Society to take responsibility
for accreditation schemes at this time, and without further detailed consideration, is unwise
and inappropriate for the following reasons:
•

The Law Society’s argument depends on a distinction between voluntary and
compulsory schemes. We doubt that such a distinction is a helpful one, or that
members of the public would recognise such a difference. For example, membership
of the Children’s Panel is not technically compulsory, although the courts normally
only appoint members of the Panel to represent children. Immigration and criminal
practitioners are required to be accredited if they do publicly funded work, and this is
the bulk of work in these fields. It is a technicality that the LSC enforces this
requirement, rather than the SRA.

•

It is one of the SRA’s strategic objectives to ‘set and communicate effective and
proportionate standards of professional behaviour and performance.’ As you know,
the SRA’s Education and Training Committee has been developing a quality and
standards framework – see the Committee’s paper from its November meeting for the
latest position (copy attached for ease of reference). We plan to take this forward
with considerable input from the profession. The development of a coherent
framework of post qualification standards that will connect continuing professional
development and standards of performance will provide an opportunity to develop a
generic and coherent approach to accreditation as a principal delivery tool. This
opportunity will be lost or greatly complicated if some of the schemes have been taken
over by the representative part of the Law Society. We plan to publish an issues
paper early in 2009 to facilitate an open discussion with the profession and other
stakeholders, followed by a fuller consultation paper later in the year
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•

We expect this paper to consider the different ways in which the Law Society could
engage with accreditation schemes. For example, in the future the Law Society might
wish to promote and operate accreditation schemes, using standards that form part of
the SRA’s standards framework, and would be subject to SRA oversight of
assessment requirements like any other provider. This seems to us to be the best
means of delineating the respective roles of regulator and representative body.

•

There is a risk of duplication and additional burden (and cost) on the profession if the
Law Society takes over and develops accreditation schemes without regard to the
regulator’s requirements, the LSC’s clearly expressed view that quality assurance of
publicly funded work including accreditation schemes is a regulatory function, and
wider strategy.

•

The Law Society’s position on non solicitor members of accreditation schemes is
unclear, particularly in light of the outcome of the recent ballot on membership of the
Law Society.

Against this background, we should be very happy to discuss these matters further with the
Regulatory Affairs Board, as was proposed at the CRG. I hope this would avoid any
proposals for transfer going to the December, since we think this would be both premature
and most unwise. Were the representative Law Society to put proposals for the transfer of
accreditation schemes to the Council in December the SRA would wish to ensure its views
were clearly and fully articulated. The LSC would no doubt also want its voice to be heard
My email of 12 November followed up your comments at the CRG meeting about the
discussions between SRA and TLS on these issues and I look forward to receiving your reply.
Yours sincerely

Antony Townsend
Chief Executive, SRA
Enc
cc

Helen Davies
Anne Godfrey
Mark Stobbs
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PUBLIC

Item 7 ETC 04/11/08

For consideration by the Education
and Training Committee on 4 November 2008

Developing a Quality and Standards Framework
Summary
1.

This paper suggests, for the Committee’s consideration and comment, an
approach to quality and standards framework.

Recommendations
2.

It is recommended that the Committee should consider and comment on the
proposal to develop a quality and standards framework.

Annexes:
Annex 1
Annex 2
Annex 3

Author:
Date:

Slide representing different possibilities on assuring quality and
standards of work undertaken by solicitors and SRA regulated entities
Illustration of the complexity and detail of the standards
Standards developed for use in the peer review project, used by the
LSC

Julie Swan
21 October 2008
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PUBLIC

Item 7 ETC 04/11/08

For consideration by the
Education & Training Committee
on 4 November 2008

Developing a quality and standards framework
Introduction
1.

This paper suggests an approach to a quality and standards framework, for the
Committee’s consideration and comment. The paper outlines the architecture
and rationale for such a framework. The detail in the annex paper is intended to
be illustrative only.

2.

The approach is based on the principles previously considered by the
Committee, namely that any approach to quality assurance should:
•

be simple to understand and use and accessible to the public as well as to
the profession

•

be designed to help and encourage individuals and entities to take
responsibility for developing and delivering legal services to a quality of
service that meets clients’ expectations (recognising that these may vary
and can be managed) and that clients are given correct and full advice

•

underpin any new approach to CPD

•

be generic – i.e. relevant to all types of practice and to all solicitors

•

identify both threshold, typical and excellence levels and it should help
entities and individuals to benchmark themselves against sector norms
and expectations

•

be developed with the profession and be informed by an
understanding of public and client expectations

Overview
3.

The proposed approach would be based on agreed standards of professional
development and performance, prepared with input from the profession and the
users of solicitors’ services. The standards would link personal standards of
knowledge, skills and behaviours with standards of advice and representation
and the quality of service delivered by the individual solicitor within the practice
environment in which they are working.
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4.

The approach would require solicitors to place themselves in one of three
practitioner levels and to identify whether they have additional supervisory or
management responsibilities.

5.

For each of the levels there would be a succinct description of the generic
knowledge, skills and behaviours and of the levels of service and advice that
should be expected of a solicitor working at that level. A solicitor would use
these descriptions to benchmark and plan their own development and to
enhance their performance. The framework could be used by entities as they
seek to assure themselves that they are satisfying their obligations to ensure
members are working within their own levels of competence and are supervised
appropriately.

6.

Ideally, and in due course, the approach could be supported by an on-line tool
kit of the type used by other professions that would help solicitors to self-assess
their performance, to identify their development needs and to record their CPD.
This would also help the SRA monitor compliance with any CPD requirements.

7.

In addition, there would be standards for supervisors and for manager/owners.

Rationale
8.

During its discussions on assuring the quality and standards of work
undertaken by solicitors and SRA regulated entities, the Committee has
considered where attention should be focused. The different possibilities were
represented in the slide attached at annex 1.

9.

The proposed approach would link both individual competence and
performance with the environment in which the services were being managed
and delivered.

10.

The Committee has also highlighted the need for members of the profession to
have the insight into, and understanding of, their own performance and
development needs. The approach would facilitate this.

11.

The SRA’s current approach to CPD is understood within the profession and is
simple to understand. It has been a feature of practice for so many years that it
may now be regarded as a natural part of the landscape. However, when
compared with CPD schemes for other professions that have more recently
been developed or revised, it can appear weak. Debates about its reform have
raised issues about the relative merits of an inputs or an outcomes based
scheme – should the SRA continue to focus on and measure the amount of
CPD undertaken (currently a solicitor working full time must undertake a
minimum of 16 hours’ CPD) or should the SRA focus on and measure the
effectiveness and relevance of the personal development undertaken?

12.

The proposed approach would link inputs and outcomes by requiring solicitors
to plan and undertake CPD to reflect the level at which they were working, or to
which they aspire, and to identify any aspects of their performance that could
be enhanced. The current (or a modified/enhanced) CPD input requirement
could be retained, as a simple to understand and monitor ‘safety net’.

13.

The role of accreditation schemes in any quality and standards framework
needs to be addressed. The consultation on accreditation schemes undertaken
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earlier in the year highlighted the possibility that all accreditation schemes could
be underpinned by a set of generic standards. 52% of those who responded to
the consultation were of the view that generic standards would be desirable. A
larger majority were of the view that applicants for membership of the schemes
should be assessed against competence standards rather than on the length of
their experience or size of their caseload
14.

The framework proposed would provide the basis for a common approach to
the standards for each accreditation scheme. The generic standards could be
contextualised, as appropriate, for the particular areas of practice covered by
each accreditation scheme. The contextualised standards would provide the
measure against which applicants would be assessed. The framework would
allow for there to be more than one level of accreditation, if this was considered
desirable. Having agreed the generic standards for all accreditation schemes to
be recognised by the SRA, consideration could be given to different
approaches to the operation of the schemes.

15.

The framework would include sets of standards articulating the knowledge,
skills and behaviours expected of solicitors, or those working in SRA regulated
entities, who have supervisory responsibilities and those with responsibilities for
management and/or ownership of an entity.

16.

Currently a solicitor must, during their first three years after qualification,
assuming they are practising, undertake a one day management course. The
specification for this course is broad, allowing course providers to tailor the
provision. The current Training Regulations provide for the SRA to require
attendance on specific courses during the first three years of qualification only.
A standards framework would provide a basis for reviewing the course
specification, in due course.

17.

Currently, a sole practitioner or one partner within each firm must have
undertaken a minimum of least 12 hours training in management topics1. This is
a very general requirement. As new forms of practice are allowed, the SRA
might wish to introduce training or specific competence requirements for
supervisors or managers/owners. Having agreed standards in place would
provide a basis for such an initiative.

18.

Subject to the outcome of the current pilot, there might be a need to articulate
standards for those with supervisory/assessment roles in a new work-based
learning scheme. There might be value in placing such a set of standards within
a coherent framework. Embedding any requirements within an overarching
framework could provide an opportunity to emphasise that appropriate
supervision and assessment of performance should not be limited to trainees.

19.

It is difficult to envisage any approach to assuring quality that would not require
the clear articulation of the standards to be required. Whether the approach
was based on course attendance, self-assessment, peer review, external
monitoring, encouragement or sanctions, there will need to be agreement about
what is to be achieved or what is to be looked for. A quality and standards
framework could, therefore, be developed ahead of any final decision on the
use to which it would be put.

1

The one day course that must be undertaken during the first three years of qualification/practice can
count towards this requirement.
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20.

Developing one coherent framework, built on the day one outcomes, would
provide an opportunity to work towards a consensus about the level of
performance that should be expected of SRA regulated entities and individuals.
The framework should be able to withstand and, indeed, accommodate new
roles in SRA regulated practices, introduced as a result of the Legal Services
Act. It would avoid the need to respond in an ad hoc way to introduce new, or
reform existing, requirements.

Issues
21.

The main challenge of the proposed approach would be to define the
standards. They would need to be sufficiently general both to be relevant to all,
regardless of the type of work undertaken, and so that they did not conflict with
detailed, bespoke, competence frameworks or similar tools adopted by firms
and other employers. On the other hand, they would need to be specific enough
to be of value.

22.

Involving the profession in the exercise to develop the standards would be
essential, if the standards were to have credibility and value. However, there is
a risk that experienced practitioners might over estimate the level of
performance that can reasonably be expected of all solicitors. They might also
find it difficult to develop generic standards, preferring instead to develop
standards specific to particular areas of law or practice.

23.

There is a risk that an overly detailed and complex approach could result from
the exercise. Although the approach might be comprehensive and logical, an
elaborate, or long and detailed product might be dismissed as bureaucratic,
costly and of little practical value. The approach set out in annex 2 is intended
to illustrate the nature of the standards (in terms of their complexity and detail)
that might be appropriate2.

24.

The Committee has previously noted the standards developed for use in the
peer review project, commissioned and used by the Legal Services
Commission - see annex 3. These are generic and simple.

25.

As previously acknowledged, many firms and organisations within which
solicitors work, have developed or adopted their own competence or other form
of standards frameworks. These tend to me more elaborate and sophisticated
than envisaged for an SRA framework. Firms and employers frameworks will
typically go beyond the public/client interest focus; they will address, for
example, profitability and business growth as well as matters more concerned
with the internal culture of the organisation. The SRA’s framework could
properly be focused on, or limited to, the standards of legal advice and
representation, the quality of service provided and on professional conduct and
regulatory requirements. This will be an important distinction

2

NB the contents of the table are included to illustrate the level of detail that might be appropriate – the
actual standards would need to be developed with care and over time, with considerable input from the
profession.
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Developing the framework
26.

If the Committee was minded to develop the proposals for a quality and
standards framework, the following steps would need to be taken, in the first
instance:
• agree how the profession and users of solicitors’ services should be involved
with the development of the framework
• agree a clear specification for the nature framework to be developed
• agree a target timeframe for the project

Recommendations
27.

It is recommended that the Committee should consider and comment on the
proposal to develop a standards framework that would address both the levels
of practitioner performance and supervisory and management standards.

Author:
Date:

Julie Swan
21 October 2008
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The organisation of the environment in which
legal services are provided
eg rules on management and supervision

The quality of the
service experience –
delay, communication etc

The competence of the individual
undertaking the work
eg through accreditation
or with responsibilities to manage
or supervise

The standard of the legal work
undertaken
eg through peer review
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Annex 2

Level3

Self assessment, evidence and action plans

Practitioner level
You will probably be working at this level if you have recently
qualified or if you have moved into a new area/type of legal
practice of which you have little relevant prior experience.
If you are working at this level you should be able to, and do4:
•
•
•
•
•
3
4

identify, interpret and apply the core areas of law that are
relevant to straightforward and commonly encountered
cases in the area(s) of practice in which you are working
explain to others, including clients, colleagues or other
professionals, how the law applies to such straightforward
and commonly encountered cases
explain to clients how their matters will be progressed,
giving and achieving realistic targets
identify and complete, accurately and expeditiously, the
procedural requirements necessary to progress the
typical matters that you handle
identify the commercial, financial or social context within
which the matters you deal with are set

To what extent do you fulfil these expectations?
Consistently and fully

Usually or partially

Seldom or not at all

With reference to each of the standards, what evidence is there
to verify your self assessment, eg supporting statements from
your manager/supervisor, examples from cases you have
handled, supportive comments from clients?
If you are not consistently and fully achieving all of the
standards, what actions will you take to work towards the
standards?

The contents of this table are incomplete and for illustration only
The requirements could be contextualised for each accreditation scheme
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Level3
•
•
•
•

Self assessment, evidence and action plans
use different strategies to enable you to deal with
unfamiliar scenarios – e.g. seek advice, undertake
research
identify and deal with any matters of professional conduct
that arise, referring matters to others and seeking advice
where necessary
organise your files (paper or electronic) and notes so that
a colleague could, without direction, identify the issues,
actions taken and advice given on any particular matter
manage your time and your work so as to ensure that
communication with clients and others is timely and any
time constraints are met

Are there any reasons why you are not able to perform to the
standard expected, other than those concerned with your own
knowledge and skills, e.g. matters concerned with the way work
is organised or allocated?

Advanced practitioner level
You will probably be working at this level if you have a few years
experience of the area of practice. In addition to the practitioner
level standards you should, in addition, be able to and do:
•
•
•

identify, interpret and apply the range of areas of law that
are relevant to complex or unusual cases in the area(s) of
practice in which you are working
explain to others, including clients, colleagues or other
professionals, how the range of law applies to such
complex and unusual cases
identify solutions and responses that are appropriate to
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Level3

•

Self assessment, evidence and action plans
the particular commercial, financial or social context
within which the matters you deal with are set, identifying
and exploring alternative options
respond appropriately and proactively to any matters of
professional conduct that arise and that might be
foreseen

•

Lead practitioner
•
•
•

recognised internally and externally as having an expert
knowledge and understanding of a particular body of law
able to deal confidently, quickly and creatively with novel
and unpredictable legal scenarios
communicate persuasively…

Supervisor standards
Manager/owner standards
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Annex 3
Extract from a paper considered by the Committee in September 2008
The Legal Services Commission’s peer review process illustrates one of the
approaches that could be adopted to articulating quality and standards. Its peer
reviewers consider and rank a sample of actual client files as
•
•
•
•
•

Excellence (1)
Competence Plus (2)
Threshold Competence (3)
Below Competence (4)
Failure in Performance (5)

Indicative descriptions of the ratings are:
Excellence (1)
Indicators of Excellence in the standard of work include:
•
Clients’ instructions are fully and appropriately recorded.
•
Communication, advice and other work are tailored to each individual
client’s circumstances.
•
Clients are all advised correctly and in full.
•
All issues are progressed comprehensively, appropriately and efficiently.
•
There is a demonstration of in-depth knowledge and appreciation of the
wider context.
•
There is excellent use of tactics and strategies, demonstrating skill and
expertise, in an attempt to ensure the best outcomes for clients.
•
The provider adds value to their cases, taking a fully proactive approach.
•
There are no areas for major improvement.
Competence Plus (2)
Indicators of Competence Plus in the standard of work include:
•
Clients’ instructions are appropriately recorded.
•
Advice and work is tailored to individual client’s circumstances.
•
Clients are advised correctly and in full.
•
Issues are progressed comprehensively, appropriately and efficiently.
•
Tactics and strategies are employed to achieve the best outcomes for
clients.
•
The provider adds value to cases and takes a proactive approach.
Threshold Competence (3)
Indicators of Threshold Competence in the standard of work include:
•
Clients’ instructions are appropriately recorded.
•
There is adequate but limited communication with the client.
•
The advice and work is adequate although it may not always be extensive
and may not deal with other linked issues other than the presenting issue.
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•

There may be areas that the provider will need to address in order to
progress towards Competence Plus (2) or Excellence (1).

Below Competence (4)
Indicators of Below Competence in the standard of work include:
•
Information is not being recorded or reported accurately.
•
Communication with the client is sometimes of poor quality.
•
The advice and other work is inadequate.
•
Some cases are not being conducted with reasonable skill, care and
diligence.
•
The timeliness of the communication, the advice or other work is
sometimes inadequate.
•
There are lapses below the required standard.
Failure in Performance (5)
Indicators of Failure in Performance in the standard of work include:
•
Information is not being recorded or reported accurately.
•
Communication with clients is often of poor quality.
•
Cases in general are not being conducted with reasonable skill, care and
diligence.
•
The timeliness of the communication, the advice or work is often
inadequate.
•
There is a detrimental service to clients, or there is no meaningful service
at all, or there is a service that leads to potential prejudice for the client.
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Annex C

The Solicitors Regulation Authority Board
26

The terms of reference of the Solicitors Regulation Authority Board are –

(4)

To deal with all matters relating to the setting and maintenance of ethical,
conduct and quality standards (including accreditation schemes and panels,
but only where these are mandatory) for –
(a)

solicitors (whether practising in England and Wales or elsewhere);

(b)

recognised bodies;

(c)

registered European lawyers;

(d)

registered foreign lawyers, and

(e)

any person employed or remunerated in connection with the practices
of those listed in (a) to (d).

In this paragraph, ‘mandatory’ means in relation to a particular form of
accreditation a requirement either by statute or by the Solicitors Practice
Rules that the person or body concerned must be accredited in order to be
able, either lawfully or in accordance with the rules of conduct, to carry out the
activity to which the accreditation relates.
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Deleted: ) but without
prejudice to the operation of
voluntary accreditation
schemes and panels by any
representative part of the
Society

Annex B

COUNCIL
17 December 2008

Item 8a

Classification – Public
Purpose – For noting

PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY INSURANCE
The Issues
This paper informs the Council about the problems that some solicitors experienced in
obtaining professional indemnity insurance (PII) this year and how the Law Society
proposes to respond to these problems. The Council is invited to note the report.
Policy Position
Not applicable.
Financial and Resourcing implications
Costs will be met from within the existing resources of the Legal Policy Directorate.
Equality and Diversity implications
It is clear that small firms have experienced the most problems in renewing PII this year
and are likely to continue to do so. This sector includes many black and minority ethnic
(BME) firms. Continued problems in obtaining PII may ultimately lead to the demise of
practices in this sector, including BME firms. This will in turn reduce the choice of legal
representatives available to the public. This paper sets out measures to alleviate the
renewal problems.
Consultation
This paper was sent to the Indemnity Insurance Sub-Group of the Regulatory Affairs
Board on 27 November 2008. This paper incorporates the members’ comments. The
Regulatory Affairs Board will consider this paper at its meeting on 16 December 2008.
The Chair of the Board will report any significant comments to the Council.
The Law Society will survey and consult a range of solicitors, insurers, brokers and other
representative organisations in developing its response to the issue.
Director:
Author:
Date of report:

Mark Stobbs
Katherine Hayman
1 December 2008

Background
1. In 1975 the Law Society established a compulsory PII scheme. Solicitors were
required to be insured under the scheme as a condition of practice. The scheme was
underwritten in the insurance market until 1987, at which time the Solicitors Indemnity
Fund (SIF) was created in response to a hardening market. SIF afforded indemnity to
all solicitors in private practice in England and Wales and had the advantage of
spreading risk across the entire profession.
2. In the late 1990s SIF announced a very substantial shortfall, believed to be over
£400m at one stage. The Law Society initiated a review of the PII requirements for
solicitors which, amongst other things, considered whether SIF should continue to
exist. Both the report and the Council decided that SIF should continue. However,
the profession decided by ballot to put SIF into run-off. Reportedly there was a sense
amongst many in the profession that SIF was inequitable because it involved strong
firms subsidising weaker firms. In its place, the Council established a system under
which firms could obtain PII on the open market. This development enabled the
profession to take advantage of the lower premiums that were available at the time
(see Annex A).
Developments in the PII market
3. This year the conditions in the PII market have deteriorated. Some insurers have
shifted their target markets, while others have demonstrated a more cautious and
selective approach in an effort to minimise risk. Annex B is a summary obtained by a
regional manager which purports to show the respective share and gross written
premiums of the qualifying insurers in 2007 and 2008. When shown this document,
the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) indicated that it had not seen it.
4. The impact of these developments on the profession has been largely negative.
Since last year the overall premium level for the compulsory layer of cover has
increased by 4.3 percent. It should be noted, however, that this brings it to the same
level as for the 2006–07 indemnity period. Furthermore, qualifying insurers have
consistently claimed that the premium level for the profession as a whole has been
too low and should be increased.
5. The number of firms unable to obtain PII cover from qualifying insurers has also
increased significantly. As of 2 December 2008, there were 141 firms in the Assigned
Risks Pool (ARP), compared with 27 in 2007. This figure is not yet final as
movements in and out of the ARP continue to occur.
6. The experience of the profession in the 2008–09 renewal exercise varied significantly
between different sectors. While some firms were able to secure competitive
premiums, other firms experienced increases of up to two and three fold or were
unable to secure PII cover at all. Evidence received to date has indicated that smaller
firms with either a claims record or a high proportion of conveyancing work were
amongst the most severely affected. Some insurers refused to underwrite small
practices regardless of the level of risk these practices pose, enabling the few
remaining insurers to increase their premiums. One possible explanation for the
different treatment of firms is that insurers prioritised the applications of large firms,
thereby leaving insufficient time to consider small firms’ applications properly. This
problem was only exacerbated by the failure of some small firms to lodge their
renewal applications until the last minute. This had not caused problems in previous
years.
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7. The 2008–09 indemnity insurance renewal exercise revealed that some brokers
provided bad customer service to solicitors. The main problem encountered was
brokers forcing solicitors into last minute choices to accept inflated renewal premiums.
Proposed response of the Law Society
8. On 1 December 2008 the Law Society published a notice in the Gazette to
acknowledge members’ widespread concerns about the PII market. The notice also
informed members that the Law Society is examining the evidence and considering
what action it can take to assist them.
9. The Indemnity Insurance Sub-Group met on Tuesday 11 November 2008 to discuss
the developments in the PII market and how the Law Society can best assist the
profession. The Sub-Group proposes to consider a number of measures to respond
to the developments. In particular, it wants to take action to minimise the chance of
solicitors experiencing the same problems when renewing their PII cover next year.
The proposed measures are outlined below.
Legal advice
10. It is unlikely that the provision of bad customer service by some brokers to solicitors
will readily translate into a successful litigation challenge. Nonetheless, the Law
Society will be jointly instructing counsel with one of the firms affected to advise on
the duties owed by brokers to solicitors and on the merits of any claim against brokers
by the firm. This advice will be taken from a Queen’s Counsel who is pre-eminent in
the field of insurance. Strategy will be assessed in the light of that advice.
Insurance advice
11. A consultant actuary will be engaged to advise on a number of issues relevant to the
PII market. It is anticipated that the consultant would be engaged in January 2009
and report back in mid-February 2009. The consultant will advise on the following
issues:
•

Single renewal date
Currently all PII renewals take effect from 1 October each year. In a soft market,
simultaneous renewal can result in greater competition and lower premiums.
However, some solicitors have complained that the single renewal date is detrimental
to smaller practices, particularly in a hardened market, where priority is often given to
the larger practices. These solicitors claim that insurers and brokers may be
complacent when it comes to smaller practices due to their position of power, and
consequently, give late notice of premium increases and non-renewals. The
consultant will advise about the merits of retaining a single renewal date, as opposed
to staggering renewal dates throughout the year. The Law Society is also seeking a
copy of an advice provided to the SRA on this issue.

•

Assigned Risks Pool
Until now the ARP has provided cover largely for firms that did not meet acceptable
performance arrangements and that were therefore unable to obtain cover. This is no
longer the case. Restricted access to PII cover has meant that a broader range of
firms has been forced to enter the ARP. Even some firms with a clean claims history
and good risk management strategies have been left with no other option if they are to
continue operating. The consultant will consider whether the nature of the ARP has
changed to such an extent that fee or structural changes are required. The consultant
will also advise about whether it is preferable to find another source of PII for firms
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that are unable to obtain cover due to the hardening market, as opposed to
unacceptable performance arrangements.
•

Other options
The consultant will advise about whether there are any further options that may assist
solicitors to obtain PII in the future. In particular, there may be options that would
specifically assist the sectors of the profession that were most severely affected by
the hardened market, such as a cooperative scheme.

Discussions with insurers and brokers
12. Following complaints about unsatisfactory practices on the part of some insurers and
brokers, the Law Society will discuss appropriate service levels with insurers and
brokers. The aim of the discussions will be to assist the SRA to reach an agreement
on what service standards can be expected in the renewal process. These standards
may include time limits for lodging and processing of applications. Discussions will
commence in December 2008.
Practice note
13. The Law Society will publish a practice note in the Gazette in March 2009 to advise
solicitors about how best to source PII prior to next year’s renewal deadline. The
advice will be based on information received from solicitors, insurers and brokers over
the coming months.
Contingency plans for insolvent insurers
14. The Law Society will review the SRA’s current contingency plans in place in the event
that an insurer becomes insolvent. It will discuss these plans with the SRA and
consider whether the Law Society needs to adopt its own action plan for this situation.
Given the extraordinary events of the past two months in the financial markets, the
review is considered prudent, even if there is no evidence that any such failure is
likely.
15. Work is also underway on a draft practice note to give advice on what happens if a
qualifying insurer becomes insolvent. The draft practice note will advise on the ARP
and on sourcing alternative PII. It will also advise on coverage and claims under the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme. The draft will not be published unless
failure happens.
Successor practice rules
16. The successor practice rules apply when practices merge or are otherwise
restructured to determine responsibility for the liabilities of previous practices. The
Law Society will investigate whether adapting the rules on PII liability would facilitate
mergers and restructuring of practices.
Run-off cover
17. When firms cease practice, their last insurer is responsible for providing run-off cover
for a mandatory 6-year period. In consultation with the SRA, the Law Society will
investigate the experience of the profession in terms of the cost of run-off cover. It will
assess the impact of the hardening PII market, especially on sole practitioners looking
to retire. The Law Society will use this information to consider whether a collective
arrangement is required to provide effective run-off cover.
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Financial and Resourcing implications
18. Costs will be met from within the existing resources of the Legal Policy Directorate.
Equality and Diversity implications
19. Continued problems in obtaining PII for small firms may ultimately lead to the demise
of practices in this sector. This is likely to include BME firms, which are significantly
represented amongst small firms. This will in turn reduce the choice of legal
representatives available to the public. To alleviate these problems, the Law Society
will consider a number of measures to assist the profession, including measures
designed specifically for the sectors most severely affected by the renewal problems.
Consultation
20. The Law Society will survey and consult a range of solicitors, insurers, brokers and
other representative organisations in developing its response to the issue. The Law
Society is also encouraging the SRA to collaborate on the above measures.
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Annex A

A Comparison of Total Gross Fees and Total Professional Indemnity
Premium
1996 gross fees certificate covering 1995/1996 - £7.4bn
SIF
Contribution 1997/1998 £269.9m (3.6%)
1997 gross fees certificate covering 1996/1997 - £8.0bn
SIF
Contribution 1998/1999 £235.8m
(3.0%)
1998 gross fees certificate covering 1997/1998 - £8.6bn
SIF
Contribution 1999/2000 £255m
(3.0%)
1999 gross fees certificate covering 1998/1999 - £9.5bn
Market
Premium 2000/2001 £154m
(1.6%)
2000 gross fees certificate covering 1999/2000 - £10.5bn
Market
Premium 2001/2002 £166.3m
(1.6%)
2001 gross fees certificate covering 2000/2001 - £11.5bn
Market
Premium 2002/2003 £225.5m
(2.0%)
2002 gross fees certificate covering 2001/2002 - £12.4bn
Market
Premium 2003/2004 £251.4m*
(2.0%)
2003 gross fees certificate covering 2002/2003 - £14.0bn
Market Premium 2004/2005 £242.7m
(1.7%)
Market Premium 2005/2006 £244.8m**
Market Premium 2006/2007 £215.6m
Market Premium 2007/2008 £206.8m
Market Premium 2008/2009 £215.6m
(provisional)

* The 2003/04 indemnity year is from 1/9/03 to 30/9/04 (13 months). The figure is the based on 12/13th
of the premium of £272.3m for the 13 month period.
** Compulsory cover increased from £1m to £2m for sole practitioners and partnerships and from £1m
(plus an additional £0.5m of cover which did not have to be Qualifying Insurance) to £3m for recognised
bodies (LLP’s and Ltd companies).
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Annex B

TOTAL

£215,612,870

104.27

£206,792,653
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REPORT OF THE CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF THE LEGAL COMPLAINTS
SERVICE
The Issues
The regular update to Council. Council is invited to note the report.

Policy Position
Not applicable.

Financial and Resourcing implications
The report contains financial and resource implications in respect of the Business Plan 2009-10,
E&D action plan, transition arrangements, Coal Health Phase 2 and the cost reduction target.

Equality and Diversity implications
The report contains equality and diversity implications in respect of the Business Plan 2009-10,
E&D action plan, transition arrangements, Coal Health Phase 2 and the cost reduction target.

Consultation
This report contains information relating to the views of the Board of the LCS as expressed at its
meeting on 26 November 2008.

Author
Date of report

Shamit Saggar, Chair of the Board of the Legal Complaints Service.
1 December 2008

1

Meeting of the Board of the Legal Complaints Service
The Board of the Legal Complaints Service met on 26 November 2008. Part of the Public
section was attended by TLS’ Council President, Paul Marsh, accompanied by Sheila
Spicer, Director. Paul Marsh is due to visit LCS in Leamington Spa on 9 December 2008.
Below is a summary of the discussions held at the Board meeting: 

LCS Equality and Diversity (E&D) action plan
Following feedback from stakeholders including TLS, the Board confirmed its view
that delivery of the plan is essential in order that LCS is and is seen to be, meeting its
public duty and is legally compliant.



Draft pan-Society E&D strategy
The Board welcomed the concept of a group strategy and discussed the draft. LCS
will now share its comments with TLS.



Business plan 2009-10
The Board approved the plan, which has now been submitted to Management Board
for its consideration.



Informing the profession
The Board reaffirmed its commitment to assisting with the improvement by solicitors
of complaints handling processes. The achievements of the London-based LCS
team in respect of informing the profession and which have been delivered in
addition to its business-as-usual complaints handling, were commended. The
importance of this work continuing at a high quality level was noted.



Transition arrangements
An ad hoc meeting of several members of the Board of the LCS took place in the
weeks prior to the Board meeting of 26 November. The purpose of this meeting was
to identify options for the Board to consider with regards to developing a view as to
the preferred transition model. The primary focus of the discussion was the ‘hybrid’
option whereby the output from what would appear as a single organisation/brand
(OLC) is generated by two concurrently (for a finite period) running organisations.
This would mean that, for the necessary period, the LCS would work to close
complaints that were made to it, whilst the OLC is simultaneously case working any
new complaints. Further work on modelling will be carried out.

Separately, Elizabeth France, Chair of the Board of the OLC, will visit LCS in Leamington
Spa on 8 December 2008. On 17 December 2008 the Chair of the Board of the LCS will
meet with Lin Hinnigan’s replacement, Doctor Elizabeth Gibby, the new Head of Legal
Services at the Ministry of Justice’s Regulation and Redress Division.

TLS’ consultation on possible changes to the Law Society’s Code of Practice on
Freedom of Information
Management Board has decided that the Society should consult major stakeholders about
possible changes to the Law Society’s Code of Practice on Freedom of Information. LCS
has been invited to provide its views. Following the Board meeting of 26 November, LCS
has reached a settled view on this, which will be shared with the Society by 31 January 2009
as requested.
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Equality and Diversity (E&D) Update:


E&D Training
The E&D e-learning training package 'went live' on Monday 10 November 2008. This
was initially completed by SMT and was rolled out to all staff on Monday 17 November.



DAG
The Disability Advisory Group (DAG) met for the first time on Monday 3 November 2008.
The meeting was positive and a number of initiatives were discussed including improving
our external website access for disabled people and producing some guidelines for staff
working with disabled customers. The group was keen on working with LCS and TLS in
order to action our objectives as outlined in TLS’s disability equality scheme and the LCS
strategy. TLS expressed an interest in attending future meetings to address group wide
issues.



EqIA
Equality impact assessments are ongoing on a number of key areas of service delivery full assessments with recommendations from the findings will be presented to the LCS
Diversity Working Group (DWG) on 2 December 2008. Findings from the assessments
will be included in the January 2009 quarterly report to Management Board on progress
on the strategy.

3

Coal Health
a) Phase 2
The LCS is in the process of analysing and comparing response rates and customer
satisfaction feedback in respect of the two different simultaneous mail-outs to former
miners potentially affected by the issue of inappropriate deductions from industrial
diseases compensation payments. This is in order that we can tailor our future Phase 2
approach to ensure that communications are as impactful as possible.

b) Ex-Gratia payments
All payments to former miners have now been completed.

4

Cost reduction target
The LCS is on track to achieve its originally forecasted £1.4 million of potential savings by
year end 2008. TLS has committed to reducing the cross-charge to LCS by £0.5million.
LCS has planned for further cost reductions in 2010 and has submitted a budget showing in
excess of a 10% reduction.
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October 2008 - summary of performance measures
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Questions and requests for further information
If Council members have questions relating to this report or wish to have additional information
about any aspect of the work of the Board of the LCS, I would be grateful if they could email me in
advance of the meeting, so that I can ensure that I am appropriately briefed to answer their
questions (either written or orally). Requests should be sent to:

Shamit Saggar - Chair of the Board of the LCS - Shamit.Saggar@legalcomplaints.org.uk
and copied to
Claire McCarthy - Executive Assistant - Claire.McCarthy@legalcomplaints.org.uk

Shamit Saggar
Chair of the Board of the Legal Complaints Service
1 December 2008
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REPORT OF THE CHAIR OF THE SOLICITORS REGULATION
AUTHORITY BOARD
The Issues
This paper is the periodic report of the Chair of the SRA Board.

Policy Position
N/A

Financial and Resourcing implications
There are no direct implications to the report. Issues relating to the Business Plan and the
Compensation Fund are reported in paragraphs 2 and 7.

Equality and Diversity implications
There are no direct implications to the report. Issues relating to decision making principles
are reported in paragraph 8.

Consultation
This report has been prepared directly for Council.

Author:
Date of report:

Peter Williamson, Chair SRA Board
1 December 2008

1.

The Board met on 20 November when it considered the following matters:
BUSINESS PLAN

2

The Board made arrangements for further work on finalising the business plan and
budget, which appear elsewhere on Council’s agenda.
LEGAL SERVICES ACT 2007: CHANGES TO SRA RULES & REGULATIONS

3

The Board considered a further paper dealing with rules changes in connection with the
rewrite of s9 of the Administration of Justice Act 1985 which followed representations
made to the Ministry of Justice by the SRA, the representative Law Society and the City
of London Law Society. In October the Board approved rule changes flowing from that
rewrite, subject to a further month’s consultation. The paper before the Board in
November proposed additional changes made in response to representations made
during that period of consultation.

4

Subject to the necessary concurrence, the Board made the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct
(LDPs and Firm Based Regulation) Amendment (No. 2) Rules [2009], the SRA
Recognised Bodies (Amendment) Regulations [2009] and the SRA Practising
(Amendment) Regulations [2009].
LEGAL SERVICES ACT 2007: SOLICITORS (KEEPING OF THE ROLL)
REGULATIONS

5

The Board agreed to ask the Master of the Rolls to make the Solicitors (Keeping of the
Roll) Amendment Regulations [2009], subject to concurrence, which will determine the
information to appear on the roll in respect of each solicitor. This information will be: full
name and date of birth (subject to confidentiality); SRA registration number; date of
admission; principal place of business in the case of a practising solicitor (subject to the
SRA's discretion to withhold) or address for correspondence in the case of a nonpractising solicitor (subject to confidentiality); a note about any suspension of the
solicitor from practice, or the suspension of the solicitor's practising certificate; and any
other information from time to time prescribed by the SRA.
CODE OF CONDUCT: RULE 11 (LITIGATION & ADVOCACY) AMENDMENT

6

The Board made changes to Rule 11 in the Code of Conduct concerning litigation and
advocacy. The changes arise from inadvertent “over regulation” in two areas when last
minute alterations were made to Rule 11 during the Code’s approval process.
COMPENSATION FUND – RESERVE SETTING AND RECHARGES

7

The Board considered and settled a policy on recharges and reserve setting which will
be considered by the Council at its January meeting.
DECISION-MAKING PRINCIPLES

8

In the light of recommendations in the Ouseley report, the Board made changes to its
decision-making principles to make explicit the need to embed equality and diversity
principles in decision making.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE'S REPORT
9

The Chief Executive reported on various operational matters within the SRA, covered in
the attached Chief Executive’s report.
COMMITTEES

10

The Education & Training Committee met on 4 November when it considered an
approach to a quality and standards framework, including a proposed architecture and
rationale. It was proposed that the approach be based on agreed standards of
professional development and performance, prepared with input from the profession
and the users of solicitors’ services. The standards linked personal standards of
knowledge, skills and behaviours with standards of advice and representation and the
quality of service delivered by the individual solicitor within the practice environment.

11

The Financial Protection Committee met on 7 October when it was updated on the state
of the insurance market. The Committee was informed that renewal was difficult this
year and that pricing was very sensitive to claims. On the other hand, in some cases
pricing had been very competitive, with some discount available (usually for larger
firms). The firms finding it most difficult or whose premiums had increased most were
small firms with conveyancing practices.

12

The Compliance Committee and the Scrutiny Committee will meet on 2 and 3
December respectively. The Compliance Committee will give preliminary consideration
to the subject of referral arrangements ahead of the Board’s review of the subject on 18
December.

Further information
13

A copy of the Chief Executive’s report to the November Board meeting is attached. If
Council members wish to have additional information about any aspect of the Board’s
work, I would be grateful if they could email me (Peter.Williamson@sra.org.uk) and
Antony Townsend (Antony.Townsend@sra.org.uk) in advance of the Council meeting,
so that I can ensure that I am briefed to answer their questions as fully as possible.
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Chief Executive’s report
PUBLIC
1.

Introduction

1.1

This paper provides an update for the Board on key issues in SRA. It is presented by
reference to the Board’s strategic objectives.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is asked to note the report.

3.

Setting the standards
Progress report from the Standards Directorate
3.1

Policy
Legal Services Act 2007

3.1.1

Progress continues in implementing what is for us the first phase of the LSA the introduction of legal disciplinary practices (LDPs), firm based regulation, and
related changes in the SRA’s regulatory powers. This work continues to involve
staff across the SRA, and includes detailed work on forms, policies, office
procedures and IT processes, as well as the development of an appropriate
structure of fees and contributions for the new firm-based regulatory regime. We
have made concerted attempts, with the assistance of the Law Society, to obtain
feedback from a diverse range of stakeholders.

3.1.2

On 16 October the Board made the Solicitors’ Compensation Fund Rules [2009],
and these have been sent to the Master of the Rolls and the Lord Chancellor for
their concurrence.

3.1.3

The agreed order has now been laid before Parliament to amend the Legal
Service Act (LSA) to allow more than two tiers of corporate ownership in a
recognised body. The order amends the new section 9A of the Administration of
Justice Act 1985 which defines a "legal services body" - i.e. a partnership, LLP
or company which the SRA can recognise as a recognised body. At the meeting
on 16 October, the Board approved in principle, and subject to further
consultation, further amendments to the rules and regulations already made by
the Board on 24 July. These amendments are needed to comply with the
requirements of new section 9A, and also to repair errors, omissions and
ambiguities, mostly of a very technical nature, in the rules previously made. The
Board is being asked formally to make the new amendments at this meeting.
The amended Code of Conduct as made on 24 July, together with the new
amendments approved in principle on 16 October, is currently being considered
by the Legal Services Consultative Panel.

3.1.4

There has been intensive work on revising the Guidance to the rules in the Code
of Conduct so as to ensure that it will correspond to the Code as amended to
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implement LDPs and firm based regulation. See below under Ethics Policy
Team.
3.1.5

The text of an order exempting non-lawyer managers of recognised bodies from
the Rehabilitation of Offenders legislation has been agreed, and this will be laid
before Parliament shortly. Liaison is continuing with the Ministry of Justice on
five other statutory instruments required to implement LDPs and firm-based
regulation - the third LSA Commencement Order, instruments applying the new
provisions registered European lawyers and registered foreign lawyers, an order
applying the existing law to new types of recognised body, and a new NonContentious Business Remuneration Order.

3.1.6

On 21 October the Master of the Rolls concurred in the amendments to the
Solicitors' Indemnity (Enactment) Rules 2007, and made the Solicitors' Training
Regulations [2009], the Qualified Lawyers Transfer Regulations [2009] and the
Solicitors' Admission Regulations [2009] - this may be seen as an important step
in the process of obtaining all the external approvals we need in implementing
the provisions of the LSA.

3.1.7

Work is continuing on:
•

the SRA Disciplinary Rules to allow the SRA to rebuke and fine solicitors
and firms, and “managers” and employees of firms,

•

the regulations to allow the SRA to levy charges on solicitors and firms,
and “managers”, employees and owners of firms, for investigations into
their conduct, and

•

the Statutory Trust Rules, to govern the SRA’s treatment of sums vested
in the Law Society by virtue of the exercise of the SRA’s intervention
powers.

3.1.8

The SRA is continuing its discussions with the Legal Services Board about what
is for us the second phase of the LSA - the implementation of alternative
business structures (ABSs). However, work on developing an SRA policy
document for internal discussion and external consultation on ABSs has had to
take second place to the intensive work on doing all we can to meet our
timetable for LDPs and firm based regulation.

3.1.9

The SRA is committed to the dates of 1 March 2009 for LDPs, the firm based
regulation of partnerships and related changes to the regulatory regime, and 1
July 2009 for firm based regulation of sole practices and changes to the regime
for admissions and practising certificates. The MoJ is also committed to doing
whatever it can to meet this timetable.

3.1.10 The SRA is liaising with the approved regulators of other lawyers on areas of
mutual interest, including indemnity and compensation arrangements,
information sharing and memoranda of understanding.
The Solicitors’ Code of Conduct
3.1.11 We still await the concurrence of the Master of the Rolls and the Lord Chancellor
and the approval of the Secretary of State on the changes to the Code to
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implement the LSA. Work continues on amending the guidance which
accompanies the rules in the Code to reflect the changes made. The guidance
will be considered by the Rules and Ethics Committee at its meeting in
November.
3.1.12 We are in the process of formulating guidance to support the requirement for
independence in rule 1. The need for such guidance has been highlighted by
requests for advice, and in response to attempts by some firms to “jump the gun”
by establishing what amounts to an ABS. The Rules and Ethics Committee will
also consider this guidance at their November meeting.
3.1.13 There has been further consideration of the draft consultation on the changes to
rules 3 (conflicts of interest) and 4 (confidentiality and disclosure) proposed by
the City of London Law Society. An amended draft is being prepared for
consideration by the Rules and Ethics Committee.
3.1.14 “Unsolicited visits”: the interim guidance which the Board has approved now
appears on the SRA’s website. It is hoped the Gazette will publish a notice
concerning the rule change, amended guidance and interim guidance in due
course.
Accounts Rules
3.1.15 The SRA still awaits the concurrence of the Master of the Rolls, and of the Lord
Chancellor, to the changes made to the Accounts Rules to implement the Legal
Services Act.
3.1.16 At its November meeting, the Rules and Ethics Committee will give its initial
views on various exploratory proposals made by the Compliance Committee to
reduce the risks arising from holding client money.
Referral arrangements
3.1.17 Work on the review continues and is being co-ordinated by the Director of
Standards. The report is being prepared for consideration by the Board at its
December meeting.
Relations with Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner (OISC)
3.1.18 We are continuing to work with the OISC on a number of guidance issues.
Relations with the Claims Standards Regulator
3.1.19 We continue to work closely with the Ministry of Justice. At our liaison meeting
in October we discussed a number of issues including agreeing a revised
memorandum of understanding; developments in the market; the procedure
when solicitors may be required to produce information under the Compensation
Act to the MOJ; exempt introducers; the SRA’s interpretation of “unsolicited
visits” and our ongoing work on referrals.
Framework Services Directive.
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3.1.20 As part of the work involved in the implementation of the Directive, the European
Commission is considering whether to include the legal profession in the Internal
Market Information System (IMI) pilot programme. This would establish an
automated information exchange between competent authorities and assist in
verifying information and qualifications. The Department for Business Enterprise
and Regulatory Reform (BERR) has asked the SRA if it would be interested in
participating in this pilot as a competent authority. The SRA has indicated that it
would be interested in principle in participating. The Information Directorate is
working with the Change Programme to determine whether involvement in the
pilot will be feasible from a budgetary/resource point of view, bearing in mind the
significant resources needed for the implementation of LDPs and firm-based
regulation.

3.2

Education and Training Unit

3.2.1

JASB discussed a first draft of proposed revised terms of reference for the
Board. An amended version will be brought to the respective Education and
Training Committees in December. We are aiming to start recruiting for new
members in Jan/Feb with a view to the reconstituted Board commencing work in
September 2009.
Legal Practice Course

3.2.2

Applications were received from 18 organisations wishing to be authorised to
provide LPCs. Most of the organisations have also submitted detailed proposals
of the courses for which they are seeking validation to provide from 2009. The
programme of authorisation/validation events runs from 22nd October - 10th
December. The next stage of the LPC reform programme is to advertise for,
select and prepare a new cadre of external examiner.
Work based learning

3.2.3

The pilot is now launched. The following activities have recently taken place –
•
•
•
•
•

Agreement of contract with Oxford Brookes University (subject to minor
drafting points) and SRA staff review of their materials
Launch event / initial review meetings for candidates at Nottingham Law
School
Launch event / initial review meetings for candidates with Oxford Brookes
University
Workshops for Internal Assessment Organisations
Visits by Tim Pearce to Leeds City Council and Campbell Hooper to
resolve points of detail

Presentations by Nottingham Law School, Oxford Brookes University and Jones
Day, one of the Internal Assessment Organisations, were given to the
Committee meeting.
Qualified Lawyers Transfer Arrangements
3.2.4

We sought preliminary and informal feedback on the proposals from the Law
Society and relevant UK bodies. The feedback highlighted the opportunity to
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clarify a couple of aspects of the proposals in the final consultation paper. To
encourage a large number and range of responses, we are drafting a summary
version of the full consultation paper that we intend to publish alongside the full
version. The consultation exercise should run from the 11th of November for at
least 12 weeks.
Higher Rights of Audience
3.2.5

Subsequent to the SRA Board approvals, the extension to the Regulations has
been sent to the MoJ for approval under the schedule 4 procedure. The new
Solicitors’ Higher Rights of Audience Regulations 2009, are being finalised and
the small changes will be agreed by Chair’s action ahead of forwarding to the
MoJ. A letter will be sent to all current qualification holders explaining the
position.
Quality assurance scheme for advocates

3.2.6

The joint work on the above schemes continues and it has been confirmed that
Cardiff University have won the tender for the pilot activities which will be
undertaken between now and September 2009. Three phases are envisaged:
1. Research and proposals;
2. Piloting of testing methods and passporting arrangements; and
3. Evaluation.
Strengthening the training contract project

3.2.7

Work continues on the project. The project initiatives were discussed again at
QASC's meeting in October. It has been agreed that there should be 2
sequential stages to the project; firstly, the rewriting and repackaging of
compliance guidance and best practice literature and, secondly, work to refocus
the inspection process and to ensure that this is aligned with risk assessment
measures.
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Professional Ethics Guidance Team
Calls to the Ethics Guidance Helpline
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Ethics - Correspondence awaiting response as at week end
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4.

Consumer protection, enforcement and discipline

Regulation Response – caseworking
4.1

The flow of new work into CIU was 16% ahead of forecast in the month, 21% in year to
date, continuing the pattern seen for most of the year, albeit with a reduced though still
high rate of RDC referrals from LCS. Volumes have picked up strongly again in October.

4.1.1

Both caseworking units are meeting their timeliness targets.

4.1.2

Quality performance is mixed. In RI it is looking very satisfactory. However the quality
performance in CIU has dropped somewhat below the 90% target after audit revisions
of 1st quarter performance and a poor second quarter. Performance against the target
of 90% of closures with a fair and reasonable outcome is now tracking at 85% over the
first six months.
This disappointing performance is partly as a result of a downward adjustment to the file
review scores in the first quarter from 89% to 83% and with second quarter results at
81%, against a forecast outturn of 90%. LSO performance was expected to be at least
80% based on last year’s results but fell sharply to 71% in the second quarter. Action is
being taken with certain individual caseworkers to retrain and encourage them to deliver
more thorough analysis and work management. We believe the recent surge in
caseload may have led to some over-emphasis on delivering timely and efficient
outcomes. Managers are stressing the overriding need to maintain acceptable quality.

4.1.3

Both caseworking units also had a below trend month for productivity partly because of
a short-term bottleneck in Adjudication, now being cleared. However the longer term
performance remains satisfactory.

Investigation & Inspection
4.2

New KPIs & processes have been agreed in FI to strengthen and clarify the case hand
offs between units and timeliness expectations by risk category; and to ensure clear
reporting of performance and management of delay.

4.2.1

The number of unstarted cases in FI has reduced since the start of the year but more
work is required to meet the new response time standards.

4.2.2

In terms of measured efficiency, FI bounced back strongly in September and is now on
track to recover to an 80% + average for the year (it was 85% in 2007).

4.2.3

Work has started on two important projects in the Directorate to streamline report-writing
and implement the approved policy on transparency.

4.2.4

The next phase in developing our supervisory mechanisms through pilot visits to City
firms by PSU is planned for early 2009. A new team is being formed in the South East to
support this initiative and also ensure we have proportionate coverage of the profession
in all regions.

4.2.5

A review of how field and desk resource should be allocated in line with Board strategy
is under way.
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Client Protection
4.3

The number of firms unable to obtain indemnity insurance cover remains significantly
higher than in 2007. There are currently 146 firms in the ARP compared with 27 in
2007. The final figure is not yet settled. Movements in and out of the ARP continue to
take place.

4.3.1

By the end of October 58 interventions had been carried out. Intervention numbers have
continued to grow at a rate which indicates an overall growth of 50% compared with
2007.

4.3.1

The year end target for distributing client money from statutory trust accounts has been
increased from £10 million to £12 million.

Policy (Inclusion) Unit
4.4

The Policy (Inclusion) Unit organised a one-day training workshop for SMT on
Race/Diversity Competency and Awareness. The training was delivered by Bob Purkiss
MBE and took place on 20th October.

4.4.1

Mehrunnisa Lalani, Head of Policy (Inclusion), has continued to meet with BME groups
to discuss the SRA’s Equality and Diversity Strategy and to discuss collaborative
working. The following meetings have taken place since the last board meeting:
•
•

British Nigeria Law Forum
Association of Women Solicitors

27 October
3 November (by telephone)

We have actively consulted solicitor groups to ask for their feedback on the E&D
Strategy. The following groups have been contacted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solicitor Sole Practitioners Group
Junior Lawyers Division
Commerce and Industry
British Turkish Lawyers Society
Solicitors Benevolent Association
Solicitors in Local Government
Society of Bangladeshi Lawyers
Legal Aid Practitioners Group.

We will also be arranging meetings with the Lesbian and Gay Lawyers Association and
the Association of Asian Women Solicitors. Consumer organisations, such as Which?,
have also been consulted as have fellow regulators, such as the General Medical
Council.
The E&D Strategy has been presented to the E&D Committee and we have received
feedback. The Regulatory Affairs board have also had sight of the strategy and we
await their feedback.
4.4.2

Internal staff training on Equality Impact Assessments continues to be carried out. We
have also carried out E&D training for the Adjudication Panel which took place on 30th
October.
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4.4.3

The Policy (Inclusion) Unit continues to advise and support the Discrimination
Complaints Investigating Officers. The interim complaints protocol will be reviewed in
March 2009.

4.4.4

The Policy (Inclusion) Unit has advised on the DPs tender evaluation criteria and has
assisted in the shortlisting. The tender exercise used positive action to encourage BME
suppliers to apply. There are specific E&D requirements included in the tender and will
also be incorporated in the contract and service level agreement.

4.4.5

The Policy (Inclusion) Unit is co-ordinating the SRA Diversity Census project. The first
phase of the data collection is well underway and the on-line questionnaire has been
finalised. We have consulted the Equality and Human Rights Commission and gained
their feedback on the data monitoring exercise. We have considered their feedback
before finalising the questionnaire.
Communications will be publicising the exercise to the profession. We are going to be
seeking supporting statements from some of the equality groups as part of the
marketing campaign.
The contract for Phase 1 has been awarded to WebsynergiDesign who will be providing
web design and hosting services for the online questionnaire which makes up the first
phase of the Diversity Census project.

Author:
Date:

Antony Townsend
12 November 2008
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LEGAL SERVICES ACT 2007: TRANSITIONAL
ARRANGEMENTS:
FEES AND CONTRIBUTIONS FOR RECOGNISED BODIES:
MARCH 2009-OCTOBER 2010
The Issues
The Council and the SRA Board are being asked to approve transitional
arrangements for charging recognised bodies’ application fees and Compensation
Fund contributions in the light of the amendments made by the Legal Services Act
2007. The proposals do not involve a change in existing policy. In addition the SRA
Board is to be asked to set fees for recognised bodies applying for the approval of
non-lawyer managers.
Decision
The Council is invited to approve recommendation (2) in relation to Compensation
Fund contributions for recognised bodies and to note recommendations (1), (3) and
(4).
The Council is not being asked to approve any proposals in relation to sole
practitioners at this meeting.
Policy Position
The recommendations are based on the existing charging policy which was set by
the Council.
Financial and resourcing implications
There will be an increase in income from recognised body fees and Compensation
Fund contributions as partnerships will be paying renewal fees as from November
2009. The income will offset the resources needed to deal with the applications and
some regulatory costs. The application fee for non-lawyer managers is intended to
cover the cost of dealing with such applications but this is necessarily on the basis of
a rough estimate, to be reviewed in the light of experience.
Approval of these recommendations will result in minimal need to develop current IT
and Finance systems.

Equality and diversity implications
The paper proposes some additional regulatory fees which will be at a flat rate, but
comparatively low, for a transitional period. The fee could impact on very small firms.
The consultation paper (see Annex 1) asked for views on the impact and any views
will be reported to the SRA Board, the Regulatory Affairs Board and the Council.
Consultation
A consultation paper was published on the SRA website on 10 November, asking for
responses by 8 December. The Regulatory Affairs Board will consider the
consultation paper and these recommendations on 16 December and will orally
report to Council.
The Management Board approved the proposals on 3 December, subject to further
consideration of the matters raised in paragraphs 16 and 20-24 of the consultation
paper.

Author:
Date:

Alison Crawley
5 December 2008
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Introduction
1.

The Legal Services Act 2007 (the Act) amends the Law Society’s regulatory
powers to enable it, through the SRA, to regulate new forms of practice (legal
disciplinary practices, “LDPs”, owned and managed by different kinds of
lawyer with up to 25% non-lawyer managers).

2.

Currently solicitors who practice in corporate form have to do so through a
recognised body, which is regulated as a firm. The Act introduces a new
regime for recognised bodies, whether or not they are LDPs, and that regime
includes partnerships as well as corporate firms.

3.

It is anticipated that the amendments which enable LDPs, and make the
changes to the recognised bodies regime will come into force on 1 March
2009. On that date all existing partnerships will be passported by the SRA
into recognised body status, without the need for an application to be made or
a fee to be paid by those firms.

4.

The Recognised Body Regulations [2009] which have been made by the SRA
Board, following consultation, but are still awaiting statutory approval, will also
come into force on 1 March 2009. Those regulations provide for an annual
renewal of recognition on 1 November each year, replacing the current three
year renewal cycle. Fees and Compensation Fund contributions need to be
reviewed in the light of these Regulations. In accordance with established
procedure, the Council and the SRA Board are asked to exercise their powers
in anticipation of the relevant provisions coming into force.

Proposed application fees and contributions
5.

It is now necessary for the SRA Board to set the recognised body application
fees and for the Council to set the Compensation Fund contribution payable
in respect of initial recognition commencing in the period 1 March 2009 – 31
October 2010 and for renewal during the period 1 March 2009 – 31 October
2009 and for all firms on 1 November 2009.

6.

The SRA has consulted on its proposal in relation to the fee payable and on
what it proposes to recommend to the Law Society Council in relation to the
Compensation Fund contribution element. The consultation paper is attached
at Annex 1 and explains the reasoning behind the proposals in more detail.
The proposals both in the consultation paper and in this paper do not make
any change to the current charging policy set by Council some years ago.
For this transitional period the current three year fee and contribution are
transposed into the form of an annual fee and contribution. It has only been
possible to have a limited time for consultation. While that is regrettable it can
be justified on the basis that the proposals do not contain any change to
existing charging policy and on the grounds of urgency. The responses are
due by 8 December and will be reported to the SRA Board, the Regulatory
Affairs Board and Council. The RAB will consider the consultation and these
recommendations on 16 December and will report orally to Council.

7.

It is anticipated that from 1 November 2010 a new structure of fees and
contributions will be introduced following further consultation on both the
principles and the detail.
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8.

It is hoped that the fees can remain as set until 31 October 2010 but it is
possible that they may need to be revisited and technical changes made in
the light of the Framework Services Directive.

Detail of proposals
9.

The current fees for a three year period are £500 recognition fee and £400
Compensation Fund contribution.

10.

This paper recommends that the new application fee should be £180 and a
Compensation Fund contribution of £120, both for a one year period. This
would mean that any new partnership, company or LLP setting up in the
period March 2009 – October 2009 will pay a proportion of this annual fee for
the period to 31 October 2009, and then, on renewal, pay the annual fee and
contribution. Similarly, those applying for initial recognition in the period
November 2009 – 31 October 2010 will pay the same application fee or a
proportion of it depending on the time of year when the application is made.

11.

It is important for the SRA Board and the Council to set the fees now so that
the profession know what the fees will be during this transitional period; and
so that the application forms, and necessary IT and administrative processes
can be developed in time for 1 March 2009.

Application for approval of a non-lawyer manager
12.

The consultation suggests an application fee of £250 for the approval of nonlawyer manager. This would be a conservative figure and would not be
adequate to deal with difficult and contentious applications and therefore an
additional fee of £250 has been set for an appeal under the SRA’s
procedures, whether the appeal is made by the recognised body, the
individual non-lawyer, or both. The consultation paper explains that it is the
SRA Board’s intention to ensure that the fee covers the cost of such
applications but only a broad estimate of cost is possible at this stage and the
fee will be reviewed in the light of experience.

Recommendations:
It is recommended that, in anticipation of the commencement of the relevant
provisions by virtue of Schedule 16 of the Legal Services Act 2007:
(1)

the SRA Board, under regulation 1.1(b) of the SRA Recognised Bodies
Regulations [2009], determine the fee payable by a body applying for
recognition as:
(a)

£120 on applying for initial recognition or renewal of recognition to
commence in the period March to June 2009, and

(b)

£60 on applying for initial recognition or renewal of recognition to
commence in the period July to October 2009,

the renewal date for any such recognition being 31 October 2009 in
accordance with regulation 8.7 of the SRA Recognised Bodies Regulations
[2009]; and
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(c)

£180 on applying for initial recognition or renewal of recognition to
commence in the period November 2009 to February 2010,

(d)

£120 on applying for initial recognition to commence in the period
March to June 2010, and

(e)

£60 on applying for initial recognition to commence in the period July
to October 2010,

the renewal date for any such recognition being 31 October 2010 in
accordance with regulation 8.1 of the SRA Recognised Bodies Regulations
[2009];
(2)

the Council of the Law Society, under rule 2(2) of the Solicitors'
Compensation Fund Rules [2009], prescribe the contribution payable by a
body applying for recognition as:
(a)

£80 on applying for initial recognition or renewal of recognition to
commence in the period March to June 2009, and

(b)

£40 on applying for initial recognition or renewal of recognition to
commence in the period July to October 2009,

the renewal date for any such recognition being 31 October 2009 in
accordance with regulation 8.7 of the SRA Recognised Bodies Regulations
[2009]; and
(c)

£120 on applying for initial recognition or renewal of recognition to
commence in the period November 2009 to February 2010,

(d)

£80 on applying for initial recognition to commence in the period
March to June 2010, and

(e)

£40 on applying for initial recognition to commence in the period July
to October 2010,

the renewal date for any such recognition being 31 October 2010 in
accordance with regulation 8.1 of the SRA Recognised Bodies Regulations
[2009]; and
(3)

(4)

the SRA Board, under regulation 1.1(b) of the SRA Recognised Bodies
Regulations [2009], determine the fee payable:
(a)

by a body applying for approval of an individual as suitable to be a
manager under regulation 3 of those regulations as £250;

(b)

by a body and/or an individual appealing under the SRA's own
appeals procedure against a decision not to approve an individual as
suitable to be a manager as £250.

It is further recommended that the Chairman of the SRA Board certify that
action on these issues is urgent in order to meet the date of 1 March 2009, to
which both the SRA and the MoJ are committed and which the Law Society
has supported, for the implementation of legal disciplinary practices.
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Annex 1
Consultation 12
Firm Based Regulation – fee raising policy for 2009
Introduction
1.

This paper contains the SRA’s proposals in relation to the fees it will charge
to firms (recognised bodies and recognised sole practitioners) in 2009. It
does not deal with the practising certificate fee. It also contains proposals in
relation to the compensation fund contribution to be paid by recognised
bodies. The SRA is consulting on what it proposes to recommend to the Law
Society Council in relation to such contributions.

2.

Our strategic paper published in November 2007 [insert weblink] suggested
that it would be necessary to develop a new system for allocating the cost of
regulation among firms and individuals. That paper suggested that little
change may be made in 2009, but significant change is likely for 2010. This
paper does not deal with the future allocation of costs between firms and
individuals that may apply from 2010. Work is continuing between the SRA
and the Law Society on preparing a consultation on fee structures for 2010
and beyond but that is not ready yet. This paper therefore only looks at what
fees should be payable by recognised bodies in 2009, the first year in which
there will be an annual renewal exercise for recognised bodies. It is important
that there is clarity on this as soon as possible for both the SRA and the
profession. We are proposing very little change from the current fee
structure, as we consider that will broadly cover the costs attributable to the
recognised body renewal process, which should be borne by firms in private
practice, rather than by all practising certificate holders, many of whom are
not in private practice.

Background
3.

The Legal Services Act 2007 (“the Act”) in permitting the Law Society
(through the SRA) to regulate new forms of practice (legal disciplinary
practices, or LDPs, owned and managed by different kinds of lawyers, with up
to 25% non-lawyer managers), changes the statutory powers so that both
firms and individuals will be regulated. The Act requires all firms to be
recognised bodies, and provides for a renewal process.

4.

The SRA believes that firm based regulation is a more effective and efficient
method of regulation and is necessary in the context of mixed practices
involving, as owners and managers, individuals who are regulated by other
professional bodies and those who are not otherwise regulated at all. The Act
requires that same regulatory regime must apply to all firms, whether or not
firms have taken other kinds of lawyers or non-lawyers as managers.

5.

As explained in our strategic paper published in November 2007, the Act
enables new forms of practice by amending the statutory powers in the
Administration of Justice Act 1985 (AJA) relating to recognised bodies:
•
•

by expanding those powers to include unincorporated partnerships; and
by extending the powers to allow for recognised bodies to be owned
and managed by other lawyers as well as solicitors, and/or to have up
to 25% of non-lawyers as managers.
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6.

The SRA has now made, subject to statutory approval processes, the
necessary amendments to the SRA’s Code of Conduct, and the new SRA
Recognised Body Regulations. The Code and Regulations, as made by the
SRA Board, can be found at www.sra.org.uk/LSA. We hope that LDPs will be
permitted from 1 March 2009, at which point “firm based” regulation will apply
to all firms including partnerships. Existing partnerships will be passported
into recognition and will not need to make an initial application.

7.

In addition, the Act changes the regulatory position of sole practitioners, who
in future will need to seek and renew a “sole solicitor endorsement” in relation
to each practising certificate. We refer to such sole practitioners as
recognised sole practitioners. The necessary changes to the SRA Code of
Conduct and new practising regulations have now been made, subject to
statutory approval processes, and can be found at www.sra.org.uk/LSA. We
expect that sole practitioners will need recognition from 1 July 2009. Existing
sole practitioners will be passported into recognition and will not need to
make an initial application.

8.

Currently the SRA conducts regulatory checks and fee collection mainly
through the annual practising certificate exercise. The current additional
recognised body process applies only to incorporated practices (companies
and LLPs), and is “light touch”, in that the information requirements are
minimal and are checked only every three years. However, the Recognised
Body Regulations, reflecting the changes in primary legislation, require
recognised bodies, from March 2009, to seek annual renewal of recognition.
The necessity for an annual process was discussed in consultation paper 8 Changes in Regulatory Processes for Individuals and Firms - and the
Recognised Body Regulations were drafted and consulted upon the basis that
there would be annual renewal of recognition. This means that partnerships
who are passported into recognition will need to renew recognition in October
2009, and any new firms setting up after 1 March 2009 will be recognised
until that first renewal process.

Recognised Body Fees – The Current Position
9.

Currently only companies and LLPs are required to be recognised bodies.
There are about 2,300 recognised bodies. The fee on initial recognition is
£900 for three years. That includes a periodic regulation fee of £500 and a
compensation fund contribution of £400. Recognised bodies renew
recognition every three years on the anniversary of their initial recognition and
the combined renewal fee is also £900.

10.

The justification for this standard fee was to recognise both the processing
costs and the additional regulatory cost of regulating an entity. It was
considered inappropriate for those costs to be borne by all practising
certificate holders. There was no basis for introducing a graduated fee
reflecting risk, the ability to pay or the cost of regulation, so a fixed rate
standard fee was the appropriate way forward.

Transitional proposal for 2009 only
11.

The Act will require all partnerships to be recognised bodies so there will no
longer be an element of choice as to whether to become a recognised body.
But the legislation also requires different regulation and administrative
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regulatory procedures to be applied to recognised bodies, and it is right to
reflect those costs in a separate recognition fee for what will be a transitional
period.
12.

We therefore need to propose a fee to reflect the cost of recognising new
firms created after 1 March 2009, and also an annual renewal fee for the first
annual renewal exercise which takes place in October 2009. The annual
renewal will apply to all recognised bodies, i.e. all partnerships, companies
and LLPs i.e. to about 11,000 firms. Renewal will be for one year only.

13.

The SRA proposes that, transitionally, for 2009, a standard fee should
continue to be applied to all recognised bodies on renewal – regardless of
size and whether or not the recognised body is also an LDP with or without
non-lawyer partners. The SRA proposes not to change the current basis for
the fee, so that the combined annual fee should be £300 (i.e. £900 ÷3) made
up of a periodic regulation fee of £180 and a compensation fund contribution
of £120.

14.

All new partnerships, companies or LLPs setting up after 1 March 2009 will
need to make an initial application for recognition. It is proposed that the
initial application fee should be the same as the renewal fee, as now – i.e. an
annual fee of £300, but that a similar approach to practising certificate
applications should be made in that the fee should be reduced according to
the time of year the application is made. That would mean that applications
made from 1 March 2009 to 30 June 2009 would be charged at a combined
fee of £200 and applications from 1 July 2009 to 31 October 2009 would be
charged a combined fee of £100.

15.

All individual solicitors working in recognised bodies will continue to pay the
annual practising certificate fee and compensation fund contributions. Often
these fees are paid on behalf of the individuals by the firm in which they work.

Why has so little change been made for 2009?
16.

The SRA are aware however that this proposal may be seen by some in the
profession to be unfair given the fact that a number of recognised bodies
setting up and renewing in 2009 will have non-solicitor managers. We cannot
under the statute charge those non-solicitor managers any form of individual
fee such as the practising certificate fee. The only way to cover the cost of an
LDP in a way which would reflect the different structure would be to charge a
different (i.e. higher) recognised body (initial or renewal) fee to recognised
bodies if they have some non-solicitor managers. However, at present, our IT
and finance systems would not support the ability to recognise different types
of recognised body, and so calculate different fees on that basis.

17.

The proposals in this paper represent the only realistic option open to the
SRA as anything more complicated will involve considerable expense in
adapting existing or developing new IT and finance systems to support
anything different. Any such change would be for one year only and so
represent a one off, wholly disproportionate cost. The SRA considers that
would be a waste of the profession’s money. Work on developing a
significantly different system for 2010 and for the future is more important and
will require a considerable resource commitment by the SRA, supported by
the Law Society Group finance and IT teams. The SRA do not believe that
resource should be diverted to develop a different system for one year only in
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2009. The transitional period during 2009 will provide time to develop new
and improved systems for 2010 and beyond.
18.

There is an argument that non-solicitor managers should be making a direct
contribution. In fact, in the vast majority of cases the firms’ owners (which will
include any non-solicitor managers) fund the total cost of regulation for all in
the firm from its gross profits and so do, in reality, bear the cost. While the
proposals may create a small anomaly, the SRA considers that any
alternative would lead to wasted costs which would be disproportionate to any
benefit that might be gained. Also it must be borne in mind that the current
system, in effect, apportions costs among firms on the basis of the number of
practising certificate holders in each firm is more anomalous. It is that
anomaly that will be addressed in the next consultation on fee structures for
2010 and beyond.

How does this affect existing recognised bodies?
19.

Recognised bodies that already exist or have received initial recognition
before March 2009 will have been recognised on a three-year rolling basis
from the date of initial recognition. The Recognised Body Regulations contain
transitional provisions (Regulation 8.6) which, when they come into force on 1
March 2009, will replace the current renewal date for bodies who received
initial recognition or renewed their recognition on or after 1 November 2006,
with a renewal date of 31 October 2009. The Regulation also provides that
credit will be given for fees and contributions overpaid if and when such
bodies apply for renewal of recognition in 2009. Recognised bodies which
have set up or renewed since January 2008 have been warned about this
possibility in correspondence. We are currently working on the process which
will calculate and provide such credit.

Fees for the recognition of sole practitioners
20.

The Solicitors Act 1974, as amended by the Legal Services Act, provides for
the firm based regulation of sole practitioners through a process linked to the
issue and renewal of practising certificates. It is the SRA’s policy to apply the
same principles of firm based regulation to sole practitioners as it applies to
recognised bodies. The policy is in effect that sole practitioners should not be
treated more or less favourably than other firms. However, instead of there
being a distinct recognition fee for sole practitioners the statute gives the
power to charge a differential practising certificate fee at the same time as
renewal of the practising certificate and an additional fee where a solicitor
applies for recognition (“endorsement” under the Act) during the currency of
an existing practising certificate.

21.

Given the policy position taken, the SRA proposes to recommend to the
Council of the Law Society that recognised sole practitioners should be
charged on the same basis as recognised bodies. This would mean that they
would pay an additional combined fee of £300, over and above the normal
practising certificate fee and compensation fund contribution, on renewal in
2009. This will affect about 4,500 sole practitioners.

22.

It will mean that new sole practitioners setting up in practice between July
2009 and October 2009 would pay a proportion of £300, i.e. £100 for the
initial period of that recognition.
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23.

The justification for charging a differential fee to sole practitioners is that the
new process, required by legislation, carries some cost that is not attributable
to all practising certificate holders, but only to those operating in sole practice.

24.

This proposal is transitional for one year only and the future fee structure for
sole practitioners from 2010 and beyond will be subject to further
consultation.

Application fees for approval of non-lawyer managers
25.

The SRA considers that the application fee for the approval of non-lawyer
managers should, in principle, cover the administrative costs of that process,
so that those firms who do not take on non-lawyers managers do not bear the
cost. We are still working on the amount of the fee, and it is difficult, in the
first year of a new application process, to accurately estimate the resource
that will be required. The current application fee for admission, when similar
checks on character and suitability are required, is £100 with an additional
charge to cover an appeal.

26.

The number of applications from non-lawyers will be much lower than those
for admission, and so there will be fewer economies of scale, and some
aspects of the process will require more work to be done. We therefore think
that an initial fee of £250 can be justified, although this has to be an estimate.
We are also proposing to charge an additional amount on an application for
an appeal against a refusal as that is fairer than apportioning the cost of
appeals among those applications that are straightforward.

Impact of proposals
27.

This paper proposes some additional regulatory fees which will be at a flat
rate, but comparatively low, for a transitional period. This fee could impact
very small firms. Arguably, a fee which can take into account ability to pay
can be fairer, although that is less justifiable, where a fee is intended to cover
the cost of processing. The SRA also believes it would be disproportionate to
add complexity to the fee calculation during this transitional period. These
new processes, required by statute, will involve some additional processing
cost. Charging nothing or less will mean that any additional costs are borne
by solicitors who are not running their own business in private practice, such
as in-house solicitors.

Questions
1.

Please let us know if you agree or disagree with the SRA proposals in relation
to fees to be charged transitionally in 2009. Please give reasons for your
views.

2.

In the light of the potential impact on small firms we would be interested in
finding out what the impact will be on sole practitioners and small firms. We
would, therefore, also like to hear from you about any concerns and views
you may have on the equality impact of the fee proposals as set out in this
consultation. We attach an initial impact assessment.
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Corporate issues
•

Officeholders’ and CEO’s visits
Office Holder visits have continued to take place across England and Wales.
Programmes have been tailored to include individual firm visits, Managing
Partner forums, seminars and academic institutions.
The President visited a number of members’ firms in Cornwall and spoke at
Cornwall Law Society AGM and dinner.
The Chief Executive visited the region to meet with members in South and
West Yorkshire. A number of major issues affecting firms were also
discussed at a Managing Partners’ dinner. The President visited South
Yorkshire members and a number of local law societies, as well as speaking
at the North East Commerce and Industry dinner.
The President visited a number of members and their firms in the region. The
programme also included a Managing Partners’ dinner and a speech to the
University of Wolverhampton. The Deputy Vice President visited a number of
firms in the region and also met with Worcestershire Law Society.
The President and Chief Executive visited Liverpool Law Society and CEO
also met with a number of individual firms to discuss corporate regulation.

•

Political engagement
A programme of meetings between the Office Holders and Minister, frontbench spokespeople and senior MPs are arranged throughout the year in
Westminster and at the political party conferences. In addition to recent
meetings with Lord Bach and the Attorney General, Baroness Scotland, Paul
Marsh will be meeting with Andrew Dismore MP, Chair of the Parliamentary
Human Rights Committee. Robert Heslett will be meeting in December the
Shadow Home Secretary and Attorney General, Dominic Grieve MP.

•

Review of regulation
Meetings are being arranged for the reviewer of the Review of Regulation of
Corporate Legal Work (RRCLW), including regional meetings in Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds and Wales in conjunction with the Regional Managers.
Reference group meeting for the RRCLW has been completed and
established, communication of the Review’s Call for Evidence to Law Society
stakeholders put in motion.

•

Equality and Diversity
The Society’s overarching equality and diversity strategy is currently
undergoing consultation with the SRA and LCS Boards, the Employment Law
Committee, the Equality and Diversity Committee and Management Board. It
will be brought to the 28 Jan Council meeting.
We are working closely with the SRA on the implementation of measures to
address the findings of the Ouseley report. This includes the provision of
support to solicitors to help them avoid getting into difficulty managing their
practices, for example training on compliance with the Solicitors Accounts
Rules.
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The Society’s black and minority ethnic (BME) forum has already met twice
and is proving to be a useful forum for generating ideas and discussing how
best the Society can support BME solicitors.
More work is planned for next year to address the challenges raised by the
last survey of salaries across the profession. A new, more detailed, survey
will be published in early 2009 and will help point towards some solutions to
the wide pay differences that have been identified between BME and white
solicitors and male and female solicitors.
•

Press coverage
This month the press office has made statements to the media concerning the
activities of the PII sub-group, the recent mortgage protocol announced by the
government as well as the Legal Sector Alliance. In the past month coverage
and activity has surrounded:
Home Competition Sales
The Law Society issued a practice note to members, helping them to handle
house sales by competition. The practice note provided guidance to solicitors
on how to spot the risks of criminal activity in these sales.
The press office issued a release to publicise the practice note and also
issued a release to warn the public about the legal risks of trying to sell a
house by competition, urging the public to use a solicitor.
Widespread coverage has been received in the national press, regional press
and legal press, as well as personal finance and property titles.

•

Immigration Law
Following statements made by the immigration minister that lawyers and
charities had created an asylum industry; the Law Society reacted via the
press. As well as a press release, letters were issued to the relevant papers.
Coverage was achieved in the legal press as well as the national press. The
Daily Telegraph said "The Law Society has accused the minister of "running
against the rule of law" and making "unacceptable" comments.
Home Information Packs
The Law Society's on-going warnings over sub-standard HIPs and the need
to use a solicitor has continued to gain coverage in the regional press.
Legal Sector Alliance
Legal Sector Alliance coverage continues to come in as the movement
develops its strategy further. In the last quarter legal sector alliance has
accounted for over one million pounds worth of ad value coverage. Beneficial
coverage was attributed when it was read that The Law Society had made
significant financial savings and environmental improvements through being
involved with the Legal Sector Alliance’s Carbon Footprint Protocol. This was
largely following The Law Society’s Press Release last month.
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Metric
Items
Titles
Circulation
OTS
Beneficial CCM
Factual CCM
Adverse CCM
Total CCM
PR Value (£s)

Value
53
30
2,175,000
3,449,000
601
358
0
959
£1,483,562

Promoting the profession to the public and business
•

Lawyers for your Business
•

Full page advert, page of editorial, hyperlink and web button in
October issue of new British Chamber of Commerce publication:
Ultimate Business. Print, digital and electronic distribution via email

•

Delegate pack inserts at ISBE (Institute of Small Businesses and
Entrepreneurship) conference in Belfast 5th-7th November

•

Advert in SME, Autumn edition

•

Delegate pack inserts sent to Business Start-up exhibition at
Olympia 28/29th November

•

New post renewal regional listings distributed

•

VAT letter produced and mailed to all newly renewed members

Policy and lobbying
•

Family
The Family Law Committee has responded to two consultations. The first is
on the statutory guidance on forced marriages, the second on a proposal from
Resolution about a Bill on cohabitation.

•

Civil Justice
Streamlined Claims Process
The Law Society has been representing the profession in stakeholder work
groups held by the Ministry of Justice to design the new streamlined claims
process for road traffic personal injury claims with a value of £10,000 or less.
These claims constitute approximately 80% of all personal injury litigation.
The new procedures will include a three stage process for claims where
liability is admitted. Fixed costs will be payable for each stage of the process.
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The work groups have involved complicated negotiations with insurers.
Review of Civil Litigation Costs
The Master of the Rolls has appointed Lord Justice Jackson to undertake a
"nuts and bolts" review of civil costs. A member of Legal Policy staff has
already met with Jackson LJ to discuss the review's terms of reference. The
intention of the review is to investigate the way in which present costs rules in
practice at the moment are impacting on each category of litigation in order to
assess the extent to which those rules are encouraging rather than
discouraging litigating parties to incur costs. The Society's Civil Justice
Committee and Costs Reference Group have already commenced work on a
draft paper which will be aimed at informing the review and protecting the
profession's interests.
•

Crime
The Criminal Law Committee has issued a practice note on Virtual Courts. It
has also responded to the Government’s proposals in following the PACE
review.

•

Anti-money laundering
Proposed changes to the Counter Terrorism Bill
In October 2008, HM Treasury issued a confidential 24 hour consultation on
proposed introduction of systemic reporting requirements and enhanced due
diligence on the basis of Treasury direction. The amendments were to be
included in the counter terrorism bill during its progress through the House of
Lords. The proposed amendments created significant new AML compliance
burdens, failed to take into account legal professional privilege and applied
extra-territorially in a manner which could have had a significant negative
effect on the employability of UK passport holders in other jurisdictions. The
Law Society, supported by the Law Societies of Scotland and Ireland, made
strong representations to Treasury as to the fundamental difficulties inherent
in the proposed recommendations. Within three days HM Treasury changed
their position and advised that the proposed amendments would only be
applied to the banking sector rather than to the whole regulated sector.
Meeting in Brussels on implementation of the third money laundering directive
The Law Society will be represented by the Chair of the MLTF and the AML
policy officer at a meeting in Brussels hosted by Anti-Money Laundering
Europe and the United Nations to discuss the implementation of the third
money laundering directive. We will use this opportunity to highlight the work
undertaken by TLS to support solicitors with compliance, but to also highlight
areas in which changes need to be made to increase the proportionality and
effectiveness of the anti-money laundering regime.

•

CLAC in Sussex
Following earlier discussions, the Regional Manager is scheduling a major
stakeholder meeting to discuss the proposed CLAC in West Sussex.

•

C-MEC
The Chair of C-MEC, Janet Paraskeva, addressed 45 family practitioners on
the new commission and its ethos. The event was chaired by Mr Justice
Hickinbottom. There was a robust exchange of views about the proposed
implementation and exercise of power vested in the commission.
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•

Devolution Seminar
38 practitioners attended a seminar on cross-border issues – local
government solicitors and private practice gave excellent feedback on this
course.

•

Evidence Session National Assembly
Oral evidence was given to the Subordinate Legislation Committee in
response to their inquiry on scrutiny of legislation.

•

International organisations
CCBE
The CCBE held a Plenary Session in Brussels on 28/29 November. The main
issues for discussion and/or approval included:
•
•
•
•

A CCBE resolution on the acte authentique proposals being
pushed by notaries in the European Parliament;
A common position on the Commission’s e-justice strategy;
The budget for 2009;
Consideration of the FATF guidelines for lawyers on its principles;

The plenary session was also addressed by the Commissioner for Justice,
Liberty and Security, via video, and by the vice-Minister for justice in the
Czech government who will be taking over the Presidency of the European
Union in January.
CLA
The CLA held a 25th anniversary conference in Jamaica between 16-19
October. The President, David Greene and Alison Hook attended and the
President chaired a session on the use of technology in legal practice. The
Council meeting agreed various amendments to the constitution and to the
incorporation of the association. The next conference will be held in Hong
Kong in April 2009.
IBA
We had a successful visit to the IBA annual conference in Buenos Aires in
October. Once again we took a delegation of solicitors in partnership with
UKTI and have received very positive feedback from the group. Activities
included a briefing from the British Embassy, a reception at the Ambassador’s
residence, meetings with local Argentine law firms and a stand in the main
exhibitor hall to promote the International Division and English legal services.
Paul Marsh, Des Hudson and Alison Hook spoke at sessions on anti-money
laundering, gender equality in the legal profession and trans-border practice.
David McIntosh also attended and met with the Brazilian Bar on behalf of the
Law Society. He will represent the Law Society at the Brazilian Bar’s Annual
Meeting in spring 2009.
Anna Prag and Charlotte Ford went on to Chile after the IBA to conduct a
scoping visit, meet with the firms and bar association. There was interest in
developing links with English firms so we will investigate the feasibility of a
trade mission to Santiago in 2009.
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LAWASIA
The Law Society sent a delegation to the LawAsia conference in Kuala
Lumpur at the end of October. Bob Heslett chaired a session at the
conference on project finance, which enabled our members to show case an
area of particular UK expertise. Alison Hook also spoke at a session on CPD.
The conference admitted the Law Society as a member of LawAsia, which will
be a useful platform for us to maintain and advance our relationships in Asia.
UIA
The Law Society hosted a UIA immigration conference on 12 September; the
event went well despite lower participation than hoped for. President Paul
Marsh also attended the UIA Annual Congress in Bucharest at the end of
October.
•

EU Matters
The European Commission published a White Paper on damages actions for
breach of EC antitrust rules before the summer. This makes various
recommendations for improving domestic litigation systems to ensure that
victims of breaches of EC antitrust rules (such as price-fixing cartels) are able
effectively to seek compensation. The Paper also makes recommendations
on collective actions and representative actions. A Law Society response
was submitted to the Commission and posted on the Society’s International
Division web-site. The issue is currently the subject of discussion in the
European Parliament. The Brussels office has sent parliamentary briefing
papers, summarising our response, to MEPs in advance of their discussions.
The Society has had discussions with some MEPs’ offices on this issue.
In June, the European Commission's register of interest representatives
opened and law firms that conduct EU lobbying will be expected to register.
The register is voluntary and in a one-year pilot phase. The Society and
members of the profession are concerned about whether practices and
solicitors can register and meet the requirements of the register while still
complying with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct. A draft practice note was
approved by the EU Committee on 6 October and the Regulatory Affairs
Board 7 October. This has been the subject of ongoing consultation with a
number of firms active in public affairs work and is still being finalised. This
draft is also to be discussed within the CCBE working group in the hope that it
can form the basis of agreed EU-wide law society and bar guidance.
Discussion are on-going at EU level relating to the next five-year programme
in the area of Justice and Home Affairs – civil litigation, access to justice,
criminal law and policing and asylum and immigration. On 7 July the “Future
Group on Justice” presented its confidential report titled Proposed Solutions
for the Future EU Justice Programme to Member States for discussion at an
informal meeting of the Justice and Home Affairs Council. The report is
intended to be a starting point for defining the objectives of a third EU Justice
Programme beginning in 2010. The Brussels Office convened a practitioner
working group made up of representatives of the Civil Litigation Committee,
Criminal Law Committee, International Committee and EU Committee to
discuss the initial approach for the Law Society to take in this area. The EU
Committee position on the future of justice and home affairs was adopted on
6 October. These comments were submitted to the Ministry of Justice and
will be sent to the European Commission and European Parliament in due
course.
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Position papers and policy responses have also been developed in relation to
the following proposals or consultations: a Directive outlawing discrimination
based on sexual orientation, religious belief, age or disability in the context of
the provision of goods and services and access to public services, such as
housing and education; a public consultation by the OGC (Office of
Government Commerce) on the implementation of EU Directive 2007/66
(Remedies in public procurement procedures); a European Commission
consultation on proposed guidance to national courts on applying EU State
aid rules; and a proposal to create a Statute for a European Private
Company.
The Society has started to work on developing a document setting out its EU
future priorities. This should relate to the 2009-2014 legislative period and
should set the Society’s priorities for a range of issues from regulation and
professional practice to business and consumer -related matters. The issue
is to be discussed by the EU Committee on 2 December.

Representing the profession
•

Crime
Virtual Courts
The Law Society has responded to the LSC consultation paper on the legal
aid contract changes needed for the Virtual Court pilot to go ahead. The
Society’s current position is that there will be no further engagement with the
Government over virtual courts until they reverse the decision to offer a lower
fee for these cases than they would get in the ordinary course of the
Magistrates Court.
VHCC Panel
Following discussions between the Bar Council, Law Society, LSC and
Government Ministers, the Ministry of Justice announced an increase in the
rates paid for VHCC Panel work. The Society acknowledged that solicitors
would benefit from the change, but expressed disappointment that the
Ministry had given such a high priority to meeting the demands of the highestpaid barristers while ignoring the plight of solicitors working at the coalface.
Discussions continue on a proposed new scheme to replace the current one
in July 2009. A consultation paper on the new scheme is expected in
December 2008.
Crown Court Means Testing / changes to Awards from Central Funds
The Ministry of Justice (MoJ) and the Legal Services Commission have
issued two important consultation papers:
i) Crown Court Means Testing
ii) The Award of Costs from Central Funds in criminal cases. ~
The legal aid team will be working with the Criminal Law and Access to
Justice Committees to draft responses to these papers.
Contract Compliance Audit (CCA) and Quality Working Groups
Final reports have been drafted which outline the conclusions and
recommendations of the Working Groups. These are due to be published by
31st December 2008.
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•

Family
The anticipated consultation paper on the next phase of the programme to
reform legal aid fees for family work has been delayed due to change of
minister. This will introduce fixed fees for the majority of the remaining family
work still currently paid on hourly rates. It may harmonise the fees for
advocacy work whether undertaken by solicitor or barrister, and may address
the issue of lack of payment for solicitor advocacy preparation.

•

Civil and Social Welfare
The LSC consultation on Civil Bid Rounds for 2010 Contracts published in
late October will close on 23 January. There are concerns as to the
requirements relating to Integrated Services, especially as regards rural and
BME organisations. The LSC’s provisions with regard to consortia may not
be practical. Practitioners are voicing concern as to mandatory Key
Performance Indicators as they have no confidence in the LSC outcome
codes.

•

Lord Chief Justice’s visit to Wales
Senior partners from the Top 100 firms met the Lord Chief Justice, Lord
Judge, at a supper during his inaugural two day visit to Wales in his new role.
He urged practitioners to use the new administrative court office when it
opened in April 2009.

•

LSC in Wales
Meeting with LSC Wales Commissioner Tom Jones to discuss changes to
LSC Wales office and staffing ratio. Concern about implementation and
monitoring of LSC Welsh Language Scheme.

•

BME forum
The second BME forum gave the members an opportunity to discuss and
comment of the LCS, SRA and group LS equality and diversity action plans.
In 2009 TLS working with the BME forum will be rolling out a programme of
seminars for BME members on regulatory issues, the solicitors’ accounts
rules and judicial appointments.

•

Career development
Preparing students for entry to the solicitors’ profession, 24 October
2008
The event was held in association with the Association of Muslim Lawyers,
Black Solicitors Network, Group for Solicitors with Disabilities, Society of
Asian Lawyers and the Junior Lawyers Division. The event was aimed at
undergraduate and LPC students and covered all aspects of preparation for a
career in the legal profession. The event was sponsored by Wilde Sapte and
Burges Salmon.
So you want to be a lawyer? – 21 November 2008
The event was held in collaboration with the Institute of Legal Executives,
Institute of Paralegals and the Bar Council. The Junior Lawyers Division also
participated. 150 school students aged 14-16 attended the event aimed at
inner city schools with a view to giving them an insight in to a career in the
legal profession.
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•

International projects work
We have been selected as a consultancy organization, under a framework
agreement, for a regulatory reform programme in Bangladesh. We are
waiting to see what calls may be made on us as part of this programme.
We have submitted a bid for ADR training in Tanzania and expect to hear the
outcome in January 2009 and we have been invited to submit a full proposal
for the development of training modules in commercial law for the legal
profession in Tanzania. The deadline for submission is 28 December and a
final decision is expected in April 2009.
We are still waiting to hear back from the following Expressions of Interest
that have been submitted:
•
•
•
•
•

Consultancy to review the Legal and Regulatory framework for the
Insurance Regulatory Authority, (IRA) in Kenya
Review of regional Credit laws and regulations in Lesotho
Human rights Training for the Iraqi National Human Rights Institute
Legal expertise for the Banking sector in emerging economies
Legal expertise on anti-corruption in emerging economies.

We have also submitted an Expression of Interest on Stolen Asset Recovery
Training in a number of countries and are aiming to submit a bid for a Rule of
Law programme in Iran.
We have also been asked to run another workshop on jury trials and the rule
of law for Russian lawyers.
•

International human rights
We have held a couple of well attended international human rights events in
recent months:
•

The persecution of human rights defenders event, 24 November,
in association with Peace Brigades International. Sir Henry Brooke
was Chair, keynote speakers were Sir Anthony Hooper Lord Justice of
Appeal and a Colombian lawyer. Approx 100 attendees.

•

Human Rights Act - 10th anniversary celebration, 25 November, in
association with Human Rights Lawyers Assoc and Freshfields.
Approx 170 attendees.

The Law Society will also be hosting the Justice and Liberty Human Rights
awards on 8 December.
We have drafted two major Interventions:
•

India: The Law Society has urged authorities in West Bengal to
investigate persistent police interaction with Mr Kirity Roy, who has
been the subject of police inquiries since organising a Tribunal
constituting part of the National Project on Preventing Torture in India,
an EU sanctioned program.

•

Sri Lanka: The Law Society has expressed its concern to the Sri
Lankan government regarding the security of a human rights lawyer
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and member of Transparency International, J.C. Weliamuna, who has
been campaigning against government corruption. His home was
recently subjected to a grenade attack.
•

Inward international visits
During the period October-December, in addition to the visitors mentioned in
the main body of this report, the Law Society also hosted a group of French
notaries and organized the International Lawyers for Africa fundraising dinner.

Practical support for solicitors
•

Anti Money Laundering
Regional money laundering reporting officer groups were held in the
Midlands, Yorkshire and the South East region during October. Over 80
solicitors attended and appreciated the opportunity to discuss issues of
concern with TLS representatives and hear about the extensive AML workplan that TLS has for 2009. MLRO groups will be held in each region in
early 2009, providing a great opportunity for solicitors to network with
colleagues and share good AML practice.
The autumn / winter training seminars have commenced for all regions, with
21 seminars currently scheduled. The new training is designed to meet the
needs of Money Laundering Reporting Officers at different levels of
experience and operating in different areas of practice. The training is also
making more use of scenarios to complement the way in which solicitors
generally learn most effectively. The first of the new training sessions was
targeted at the top 100 law firms, with a focus on establishing systems in
multiple jurisdictions and compliance requirements in international corporate
transactions. The seminar was well attended and feedback was very positive.
Planning is going ahead to expand the number of Money Laundering
Reporting Officer Groups in England and Wales, following the success of the
three pilot schemes. The Senior Relationship Manager participated in
delivery of the Forum of Money Laundering Reporting Officers seeking views
on Law Society providing complete compliance solutions for member firms.
The South East Regional Manager is working with Legal Policy to establish
Anti-Money Laundering Networking Groups in Gatwick, Reading,
Southampton, Guilford, Oxford and Maidstone. An Anti-Money Laundering
training session for the Greater London region attracted 126 delegates over 2
sessions.

•

Sale of houses by competition
A further practice note has been issued on the sale of houses by competition,
which addresses the opportunities for money laundering and mortgage fraud
presented by such transactions. We have received extensive media
coverage of our support for the profession on this issue. The practice note is
at:
http://www.lawsociety.org.uk/productsandservices/practicenotes/housecompetitions.p
age
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•

Banking Crisis
Meetings have been held with the Financial Services Compensation Scheme
to clarify the advice to be given to solicitors on this issue. The Practice Note
will be re-issued in the light of this shortly.
In addition, we are lobbying the FSA to increase the protection for funds held
in solicitors’ client accounts.

•

VAT
The Chancellor’s announcement in the PBR on the reduction in VAT has
caused considerable queries within the profession on its practical
implications. We are preparing a practice note on the issue.

•

Legal Practice Course
A series of road shows have been undertaken to inform solicitors about the
new LPC. These were developed jointly with the SRA.

•

Work Based Learning
The Education and Training Committee will be contacting firms and trainees
to get their views on how the SRA’s pilot is working.

•

Insurance
Work is continuing to look at research and other options in respect of
insurance. The aim is to appoint consultants in the new year and to examine
options to enable us to lobby the SRA and the insurance industry early next
year, with a practice note being issued in time for the next renewals round.

•

Queen’s Counsel
We are contributing to a review of the current Queen’s Counsel scheme. An
aim is to make the appointment more attractive to solicitors and to look at the
competencies to see whether they need to be adjusted.

Commercial activities
•

Countrywide Legal Indemnities
This month’s downturn in membership benefit income is attributable solely to
Countrywide. Despite holding their own throughout Q1 and much of Q2 they
have really suffered as a result of the property downturn and have projected
year end premiums of £12m versus £20.5 million last year. As a result of this
they have made over a quarter of their workforce redundant. This is obviously
reflected in our commissions and is likely to remain this way until at least Q3
next year.

•

Oyez Straker
We have had an initial meeting Oyez Straker to discuss a portfolio of
business support products. We have a further meeting diarised to flesh this
out in more detail with a view of launching early in Q1 next year.

•

Mercedes Benz
The membership benefit offer which launched in late summer has so far
resulted in 11 vehicles being sold. In the current climate this is a decent result
and we will look at ways to increase this in the coming months.
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•

Website and Professional Update
We are looking at ways to further enhance the membership benefits offerings
and I am working with the web team to freshen up the relevant pages on TLS
website. This will hopefully tie in with the new membership benefits brochure
which will be produced for early 2009.
Last weeks PU saw the first use of sponsor’s logos and also the first use at
using the blank space on the right hand side with a non dynamic promotion of
Mercedes Benz. Despite only receiving 130 clicks this is a major move
forward in terms of using PU as a marketing channel and we will look to build
on this moving forward.

•

Gazette advertising
The advertising market place continues to be very difficult. Advertising
volumes and therefore revenues are significantly down year on year.
Independent market share monitoring suggests that the recruitment
advertising market has dropped by 969 pages (January to October) however
the Gazette has maintained its market share at 31%.

•

Editorial
The Gazette continues to set the news agenda. Recent stories that we have
broken that have been followed up by others have included: the collapse of
lender Key Business Finance; concern over the security of money in client
account amid the banking crisis; and ongoing concerns relating to levels of
non-compliance with rules governing referral fees. We are also serving as a
valuable forum for debate in respect of the Society’s review of regulation,
conveying the opinions of a range of different constituencies within the
profession.
We continue to work actively to improve of the quality of the Gazette’s website, which remains a priority

•

Production
There have been a number of print quality issues over the past few issues.
These have been highlighted with our printers and they are focused on
rectifying the issues.

•

Venue Hire & hospitality
The Council Chamber and Holborn & Lincoln rooms are now back in full use
after undergoing major refurbishment and an upgrade to the video
conferencing and general IT/AV facilities. They have been very well received
by current and potential customers. It has been a disappointing time
financially for VH&H but the Christmas period looks promising and our room
hire budget has already been exceeded.

•

Publishing and Retail
October Income
Sales income for the month exceeded £200K making it our most successful
month of the year to date. This was largely achieved as a result of the
publication of the new fifteenth edition of Conveyancing Handbook on 3
October, which generated £149K.
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Online Shop
A number of web clips showing our authors discussing issues facing solicitors
and the subject matter of their books are now available to view on the online
bookshop as follows:
•
•
•
•

David Monk talks about Marketing Legal Services
Peter Camp talks about Solicitors and Money Laundering (3rd Ed)
Stewart Room talks about Email
Andrew Hopper QC and Gregory Treverton-Jones QC talk about
The Solicitor’s Handbook 2008.

We are continuing to expand the offering in the online bookshop with the
addition of a selection of titles from Tottel Publishing from 26 November.
We will be holding a sale for a selection of our slower selling titles through the
online shop during the first two weeks of December.
Publishing promotional work
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Direct mailing despatched to promote new title: Email.
Direct mailing despatched to promote Conveyancing Handbook
15th Edition to past purchasers.
Direct mailing despatched to promote company law titles to past
purchasers.
Half page advert placed in Gazette to promote the Bookshop
website.
Half page advert in PiP to promote the Bookshop website.
Full page advert in PiP to promote the Lexcel CPD course.
£10 off sale arranged, to be implemented online only from 4th to
18th December.
POS promoting Conveyancing Handbook 15th Edition placed in
window at Hammicks (Fleet Street), posters despatched to other
key Trade outlets.
Online banners adverts placed on Hammicks Legal Bookshop
website to promote Employment Law Handbook 4th Edition and
Solicitors and Money Laundering 3rd Edition.
Book of the Month feature taken on Hammicks Legal Bookshop
website to promote Employment Law Handbook 4th Edition.

Migrant lawyers
Work has continued with various government departments and agencies to
improve the implementation of the new points-based immigration system
(PBS) which has recently been introduced by the Home Office. Working with
the Home Office and UK Border Agency (UKBA) further improvements to the
guidance have been achieved. Ministerial representations from MoJ to Home
Office, highlighting the concerns of law firms about the impact on the
competitiveness of their businesses of the new regime, have been informed
by the Society. Similar concerns have been raised with HM Treasury and the
City Minister. Work continues on exploring the possibility of the Society
taking on the role of over-arching sponsor for Tier 5 migrants.
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•

Library and Information Services
At present the Library is answering an average of 2,460 legal information
enquiries from members each month. The Lawdocs service is supplying an
average of 555 extracts from published material each month. The average
daily number of visitors to the library is 118.
The legal information web site, Law Society Library Online continues to attract
over 1,000 visits per week and there are now over 6,500 registered users.
A new library display has been organised on the theme of Christmas and the
law with interesting documents from our historical collections, all relating to
legislation and case law about Christmas.
The library's programme of organised tours has continued to be fully booked.
In the last month there have been tours of trainee solicitors, sole practitioners,
solicitors from City firms and Magistrates.
More power points for laptops have been provided so that members can now
plug in their laptops anywhere in the library

•

Helplines
The Practice Advice Service
The PAS received a record number of calls and e-mails in October of 3,722.
This is a 12% increase compared to September. The PAS were involved in
the meeting with the Director of Policy and the FSA and FSCS to discuss the
practical issues facing solicitors as a result of the banking crisis. An update to
the banking crisis practice note will provide further clarification to members.
The Pastoral Care Helpline
The Pastoral Care Helpline has continued to receive around 300 enquiries in
October and, given the current economic climate, it is not surprising that the
vast majority of calls relate to redundancy. In particular, conveyancing
solicitors and trainee solicitors appear to be the most affected.
Anti-Money Laundering Helpline
The AML helpline received almost 500 queries in October and the most
popular calls were in relation to firms receiving funds from third parties,
tipping off and customer due diligence.

•

Lexcel
Lexcel Insurance Working Party
The next meeting will take place on 8 December following the end of the
renewal period. The Lexcel office is working to obtain initial information from
attendees about key facts within the PII process.
It is hoped that this will help produce a survey which will be distributed to all
insurers and brokers. This review will provide valuable information which the
Law Society can use to advise members on best practice and the challenges
of renewing their PII.
The Lexcel office has also suggested a PII insurance conference be
organised for May/June next year. This event could help educate members as
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to best practice focused on by the PII insurance market and put them in direct
contact with insurers.
Lexcel awareness seminars
Speakers at the Lexcel in-house legal department seminar included Edward
Solomons, Director of Legal Services at the Metropolitan Police, and Stuart
Turnock, Chief Officer, Legal, Licensing and Registration Services, Leeds City
Council. Following the seminar, 3 delegates have booked in Lexcel practice
visits and are progressing with their interest.
Advice and materials
The Lexcel office is about to release the revised version of its risk
management guide. Centred on best practice as laid out in the Lexcel
standard, the guide highlights risks in a variety or areas.
The Lexcel office is starting to develop case studies for a variety of types and
size of legal practice. These will increase awareness of the standard and its
implementation across a broad range of law firms and in-house legal
departments.
Standard development
There has been much interest in Lexcel from both domestic and foreign legal
practices and Law Societies. Initial discussions have been held and a
feasibility study, including consultation, is being drafted to help identify more
specific the interest and demand or need for an international standard.
•

Careers Guide – Redundancy
A brochure on surviving redundancy has been prepared and is currently being
prepared for publishing on TLS website. The brochure covers areas such as:
facing being made redundant, negotiating a redundancy package, statutory
minimum, working period of notice, CPD requirements, practising certificate
requirements and tips for finding future employment.

•

Mentoring Scheme
1 October 2008 saw the launch of the Law Society Mentoring Scheme. The
scheme provides those at the early stages of their career with a mentor who
is able to provide advice and support on work related issues. To date 185
mentees have been matched with appropriate mentors.

•

Sole practitioners and small firms
A second version of the hugely successful “Small Legal Business Toolkit”
from the Law Society is being considered. This toolkit forms part of the
package of Law Society resources aimed to help solicitors in the economic
downturn.
SPG is engaged in continuing dialogue with the SRA on issues including
possible legislative changes allowing for an interim measure prior to
interventions, and, the review of the regulation of sole practices.
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•

Employed solicitors
Local Government
The Law Society and SLG’s consultation paper on the profile of monitoring
officers is about to be launched.
SLG held a SIG Convenors and SLG Specialists Conference on 29 October
at Camden Town Hall to review their National Knowledge Network;
consultation and lobbying procedures and knowledge sharing. Mark Stobbs,
Director of Legal Policy, attended to talk about joint policy initiatives with The
Law Society and to encourage local government participation in Law Society
committees.
SLG’s new website www.slgov.org.uk , which includes a knowledge bank, a
legal update feed from Sweet & Maxwell, and an interactive practice based
member forum is popular amongst members.
“Employed Solicitors Forum” – work continues on a feasibility study on the
appropriate vehicle for providing support, products and services to this
diverse sector of the profession and particularly to solicitors in the public
sector. The initial roundtable meeting of representatives from different parts of
this sector is will take place in the new year.

•

AWS
Round Table Discussions on Equal Pay are planned for February. The Chair
Fiona Fitzgerald was a judge for the Legal Woman in the City Award, the
winner was Diana Good a litigation partner at Linklaters since 1988.
The group will be launching their Public Appointments Campaign in January;
Janet Gaymer will host the first event on encouraging more women to enter
public life. They met with the JAC on 28 November to discuss their
involvement with this campaign and their second event on Judicial
Appointments in April 2009.
Their AGM and Annual Dinner will be held at the Institute of Directors on 19
March, the Guest Speaker will be the President of the CBI.

•

Sections
Dispute Resolution Section
The Dispute Resolution Section annual conference on 18 November featured
the Master of the Rolls as the keynote speaker and Sir Rupert Jackson
explained to delegates his plan and timetable for the civil costs review which
he had been appointed to carry out.
Law Management Section
The LMS Business of Law conference on 6 November heard from Professor
Stephen Mayson on how firms should be reviewing their strategy and
processes to ensure they were operating efficiently and effectively to
withstand the current downturn and be well prepared to gear up when
economic conditions improve.
Probate Section
The section’s successful winter seminar programme has been launched with
a record number of members booking to attend this regional series of probate
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updates.
Property Section
The HIPs Handling Guide has been revised and reissued.
Competition Special Interest Group
This has been soft launched and is attracting new members. The formal
launch by the President will take place on 11 February 2009 at the Law
Society. The Brussels competition lawyer community is also being informed
and invited to an inaugural seminar at the end of January at the Law Society’s
Brussels office.
•

Regional outreach

The Regional Manager hosted Women in Law event in Birmingham which
attracted 83 delegates.
The Regional Manager is arranging a breakfast meeting in Birmingham ‘Law
and Financial Order’ looking at the role of finance directors in law firms. This
is a joint venture with ICAEW.
The Regional Manager is working closely with North West Regional
Development Agency to improve its strategic support to law firms.
The Regional Manager delivered LPC workshop for large corporate firms.
This was followed by a further workshop for Greater London firms.
Judicial Appointments Commission seminar in London on 9 November has
100 delegates booked to date.
The Eastern Regional Manager participated in the East of England
Development Agency Credit Crunch Business Summit which examined
support available to firms.
The Eastern Regional Manager delivered a successful Legal Aid Route Map
Conference for the region. The event, which attracted 143 delegates, aimed
to offer some new business approaches for legal aid firms. The events was
sponsored by the East of England Development Agency and attended by
Business Link East, Train to Gain and LawCare.
•

International - practice rights and other bilateral activity
On the bilateral front the following have been the major developments /
activities in the last couple of months:

Bulgaria
The Law Society is actively monitoring the practice rights situation facing
foreign law firms established in Bulgaria. Bulgaria has been over restrictive in
its implementation of the Establishment Directive, preventing European
lawyers from becoming partners in a law firm for up to three years after
registration with the Bulgarian Supreme Bar Council.
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•

Four of the nine foreign law firms currently established in Sofia (including
Cameron McKenna and DLA Piper) were fined by the Bulgarian Competition
Commission in July 2008 for uncompetitive behaviour. They have appealed
the fine in the Bulgarian courts and filed a complaint with the European
Commission. The Law Society is liaising with the law firms, the Bulgarian Bar
and the CCBE Free Movement of Lawyers Committee to solve this issue.
Mickaël Laurans was in Sofia on 26-27 June and Clare Titcomb was there on
5-7 November for meetings with the law firms and the head of the commercial
section at the British Embassy.
Clare Titcomb and Bob Heslett went to Sofia on 21 – 22 November for the
Bulgarian Advocates Day and met with the President of the Bulgarian
Supreme Bar Council and the British Ambassador as well as the affected law
firms.
China
We are hosting a visit by an inward visit delegation of lawyers from the
Shanghai Bar here at the Law Society on 15 December. The lawyers are
interested in finding out more in particular about maritime law. We will be
organizing a networking lunch for International Division members interested in
developing contacts in China.
As part of our on ongoing efforts to promote England and Wales as the
Jurisdiction of Choice, an ADR seminar is being organized with the British
Embassy in Shanghai on 15 January.
France
The Law Society took a trade mission to Lille to attend the meeting of the
National Association of French Avocats in mid-October. This was considered
by those who participated to have been highly successful and will be
repeated. It was particularly timely given the interest in France in regulation of
the professions following the launch of the Darrois Commission.
The Gulf
The Gulf training programme held in November included sessions for the first
time in Abu Dhabi.
India
Prior to the terrorist attacks in Mumbai in late November, we had been hoping
to make some progress on Indian liberalisation. The Consulate General in
Mumbai had organized an event, scheduled for 3 December, at which the
Indian Law Minister and the new Ministry of Justice Minister with responsibility
for international affairs, Lord Bach, were scheduled to speak. At present, the
LLP Bill is scheduled to be debated in the Indian Parliament on 11 December,
but this may be affected by the Mumbai situation and the court case was
scheduled for a hearing on 18 December. We are awaiting further updates
but it is likely that the terrorist attacks will have set back the discussions on
liberalisation.
Korea
A delegation from the Korean Bar, including the President visited the Law
Society for the Opening of the Legal Year and attended meetings at the Law
Society and the College of Law on 2 October. We are now in the process of
organizing a joint seminar in Seoul in February which will deal both with the
regulation of foreign lawyers and mark the launch of the Korean Bar’s young
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lawyers association.
Malaysia
In the margins of the LAWASIA conference, the Vice President, Bob Heslett
held meetings with the Malaysian Bar President, the British High
Commissioner and a number of Malaysian firms to discuss liberalisation of
the Malaysian market. Following intelligence that the Bank Negara Malaysia
is planning to issue a number of limited licences for foreign law firms to
practice Islamic Banking, we have begun a consultation amongst firms who
we understand to be most interested in the market about their priorities for
liberalisation.
Mauritius
The President of the Law Society of Mauritius attended the Opening of the
Legal Year in October and held a separate bilateral meeting with the
President at which various possible areas of future cooperation were
discussed. The Mauritius Law Society has since approached us for
assistance in setting up their pro bono scheme.
Poland
Although the draft fee-capping legislation which would have affected a
number of UK law firms was withdrawn by the new Polish Government after
last year’s autumn elections, there are still a number of legislative proposals
affecting qualification in Poland which have implications for the legal
professions in Poland and the Law Society will continue to monitor these
developments.
In November a delegation from the Warsaw Council of Legal Advisers visited
the Law Society and met with Alison Hook, Mickael Laurans and Clare
Titcomb to discuss the Legal Services Act and legal education and training in
England & Wales. Clare Titcomb and Bob Heslett also attended the Polish
Bar Association’s 90th Anniversary in Warsaw in late November and met with
representatives of both legal professions in Poland (the Advocates and the
Legal Advisers) to discuss recent legislative developments in Poland.
A delegation from the National Council of Legal Advisers will also visit the
Law Society in December to discuss the Legal Services Act and legal
education and training in England & Wales. Bob Heslett will meet with them,
along with Clare and Mickaël.
Romania
The President of the Romanian Bar attended OLY in 2008 and met with Clare
Titcomb and Alison Hook and asked the Law Society to participate in a joint
project to help the Romanians improve legal education and training through a
training of trainers programme. Clare went to Bucharest on 3 – 4 November
to meet with the Romanian Bar and follow up on this initial meeting and also
met with English law firms, the British Embassy and the European
Commission. It is expected that a template for the project will be prepared for
early 2009.
Russia
A consultation is currently underway with English firms based in Moscow on a
range of options that we have suggested to them as a means of assisting on
their training needs. This follows on from a visit by the Department to Moscow
in July.
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We had excellent feedback from Russian delegates on a three day
conference which we organized in late September on jury trials and the rule of
law. We have had requests from Russian lawyers for another such
conference in February or April 2009 and possibly a similar event in Rostov.
Singapore
Alison Hook and Anne Wittman visited Singapore with Bob Heslett in early
November en route to the LAWASIA conference. We took the opportunity to
meet up with some of the English firms in Singapore, the British High
Commission, the Law Ministry and the Law Society of Singapore. The main
objective was to lobby the Law Ministry on behalf of English law firms aiming
to get one of the limited number of new super-licences now on offer. An
announcement is expected around the turn of the year. We will follow up with
further lobbying of the Singapore government to press for the issuance of
further such licences.
Spain
Clare Titcomb will attend the annual meeting of the Spanish Bar in Madrid on
12 December 2008 and hold preliminary meetings with the British Embassy
and if possible Spanish Bar Leaders, to discuss joint events for the IBA
Conference which will be held in Madrid in 2009.
Turkey
We are planning a visit from a group from the Union of Turkish Bars in early
December as part of our ongoing joint project, run in collaboration with the
French Conseil National des Barreaux and the CCBE. The project is looking
at education and training requirements for Turkish advocates and what the
Union of Turkish Bars can learn from its European counterparts.
•

International Division
We now have 80 corporate members of which 33 are Top 100 and a further
16 are based overseas. In addition we have 130 individual members and
1260 registered users of the International Division website whom we hope to
convert into paying members in due course.
On the 25 November we held the International Division's flagship event - The
International Marketplace. The conference and breakout sessions, which ran
during the day, were very well attended (about 150 law firm decision makers),
with delegates travelling from 25 different jurisdictions to participate. The
evening networking events were also extremely popular, we estimate about
400 people attended throughout the course of the evening. We have
received very positive feedback from the participants and the sponsors and
hope to capitalise on our popularity by converting some of the conference
attendees into corporate members.

Business of law
Much activity relating to the business of law is covered under the heading of ‘practical
support for solicitors.
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International
Marketing of the International Division at the Annual International Event on the 25th
November. Numbers required: 150 for both the conference and the structured
networking. 300 – 400 for the evening party (all numbers met). Emails sent to over
40,000 contacts with regards to the division and specific to the event. City AM
carried an advertisement for the International Division on 3 December.
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COUNCIL
17 December 2008

Item 14

Classification – Public
Purpose – For discussion

COUNCIL WORKPLAN 2008 -2009
The Issues
This paper presents the current workplan. The Council meeting is an opportunity to
make changes to the issues that are included in the workplan or their scheduling.
Policy Position
Not applicable.
Financial and Resource implications
None arising directly from this paper. The substantive debates may well have
significant financial and resourcing implications.
Equality and Diversity implications
None arising directly from this paper. The substantive debates may well have
significant equality and diversity implications.
Consultation
The Council reviews the workplan at each meeting.

Director
Author
Date of report

Frances Low, General Counsel
Flick Heron
28 November 2008

Meeting
8 October 2008

Matters for decision
Law Society membership
structure (Membership Board)

Reports
CEO and Board reports
(to be given individually)

Council size and composition
(CMC)

SRA/LCS Board reports

Committee structures (LAPB)
12 November
2008

Draft 2009 budget and business
plan (Management Board)

CEO and Board reports
SRA/LCS Board reports

Committee structures-follow up
to October (LAPB).
Council size and compositionfollow up to October (CMC)
Law Society membership –
postal ballot results
(Membership Board)
Board workplans for 2009 and
year-end reports on 2008
(all Boards)
Legal aid: the impact of the
settlement (LAPB)
Contingency funding (LAPB)
17 December
2008

Final 2009 budget and business
plan (Management Board)

CEO and Board reports
SRA/LCS Board reports

Oversight of SRA
(Management Board)
Indemnity insurance renewals
(RAB)
Accreditation schemes (RAB)
SRA Board appointments
(Management Board)
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28 January
2009

The Council’s E&D strategy
(E&D Committee)

CEO and Board reports
SRA/LCS Board reports

Communications: the website
and communications with LLSs
and constituents
(Membership Board)

TLS committee reports:
the conveyancing and
wills and equity
committees

The QLTR (RAB)
11 March 2009

Conveyancing:
the Society’s strategy and new
developments (LAPB).

CEO and Board reports

Judicial appointments (LAPB)

Annual reports of Council
committees for 2008

SRA/LCS Board reports

TLS committee reports
29 April 2009

Compensation Fund
contributions
(Management Board)

CEO and Board reports

SRA/LCS Board reports
Following the LSB’s formal
establishment, settling
responses to any LSB
consultations on
(a) the rules for separating
regulation and representation;
(b) the principles for the
apportionment of the levy;
(c) LSB policy statements
(Management Board/RAB)
10 June 2009

Approval of the annual accounts
for 2008
(Management Board)

TLS committee reports

CEO and Board reports
SRA/LCS Board reports

Deadline for Bye-Law changes
to go to the AGM
(including Council size and
composition)
22-23 July 2009

PC fee–setting
(Management Board)

CEO and Board reports
SRA/LCS Board reports

Review of Board
structure/working
(Management Board/all)
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COUNCIL
17 December 2008

Item 15a

COUNCIL MEMBER MOTION
In accordance with General Regulation 8, Lucy Scott-Moncrieff will move the
following motion at the Council meeting on 17 December 2008:

‘That Council should debate, at an early opportunity, the transparent, objective,
criteria that should be used for measuring the performance and value of specialist
committees to the Law Society.’

COUNCIL
17 December 2008

Item 15b

COUNCIL MEMBER MOTION
In accordance with General Regulation 8, Michael Garson will move the following
motion at the Council meeting on 17 December 2008:

‘That Council confirms as policy that the fees raised by levy upon solicitors and
available to the Society as income which may properly be used for representative
purposes shall not be applied for the funding of any resource, expense or cost for
any directorate unless it primarily relates to work for the direct benefit of solicitors in
employment and in practice and is contained within the approved work plan the
relevant Board of Council or within the remit of a Council Committee or the
Presidential Plan.’

COUNCIL
17 December 2008

Item 15c

COUNCIL MEMBER MOTION
In accordance with General Regulation 8, Jenny Gracie will move the following
motion at the Council meeting on 17 December 2008:

'That the decision of Council made on 12 November 2008 relating to the
disestablishment of the ADR Committee be rescinded on the basis that Council was
under a misunderstanding.'

COUNCIL
17 December 2008

Item 21 (iii)

Classification – Public
Purpose – for decision.

LCS BUSINESS PLAN 2009-10
The Issues
LCS Business Plan for the two year period up to closure, as agreed by the Board
of the LCS and by Management Board.
Decision
The Council is invited to approve the LCS Business Plan 2009-10.
Policy Position
Not applicable.
Financial and Resourcing implications
The Plan proposes changes to future recruitment strategies, staffing levels and
contractual conditions of new staff. The budget required shows a notable reduction on
the forecast year end budget of this year.
Equality and Diversity implications
This paper will affect LCS staff and customers (consumers and solicitors). Changes to
staffing conditions could disproportionately affect different groups of staff, LCS staff
and management, all external stakeholders and especially the LSB, OLC, OLSCC and
OLSO.
Consultation
Internally – the draft plan was developed and reviewed by LCS’s SMT members as
appropriate.
Externally – a version of the draft plan was reviewed by the Board of the LCS, TLS
Management Board, the MoJ, the LSB, Consumer Focus and the LSCC.
Date of report

November 2008.

Plan
2009-10
O ur aim isthatour custom ersw illcontinue to receive
a good standard of service during thistim e ofchange

v6.2
27 N ovem ber 2008
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FO REW O RD
2009 is likely to be the finalfullyear of operation for the LegalCom plaints Service (LCS).
The expected form ation of the Board of the O ffice for LegalCom plaints (O LC) during the
year and the transfer of com plaints handling to the O LC during 2010 m eans that a very
different strategic view m ust be taken. The Board of the O LC is not expected to be in a
position to m ake key decisions – such as exact location, opening date, structure, and
possible requirem ent for a period of ‘parallel running’of both LCS and O LC processes –
untilm id-2009. U ntilitis clear w hatthe O LC requirem ents w illbe,LCS need to m aintain
flexible strategic options to provide an effective service to its custom ers w hilst m oving
tow ardsan eventualsm ooth closure. A tpresentthisclosure could be up to tw o yearsaw ay,
butw e have considered an earlier close to prom ptpreparation ofthe necessary steps.
This Plan therefore focuses on 2009,but on the assum ed basis that the O LC w illstart on 1
A pril 2010. D uring this tim e w e m ust balance our business needs w ith those of the
consum er,the profession,and the forthcom ing O LC. So,our prioritiesw illbe:
PERFO RM A N CE:
• Providing a good quality,tim ely,com plainthandling service to our custom ers
• D eveloping strategiesto support,retain,and m otivate staffduring thistim e ofchange
• U ndertaking businessim provem entin order to im prove productivity shortterm
• Finalising our w ork to resolve the legalcom plaintsofform er m iners
• Issuing the LCS Perform ance Report
CO ST RED U CTIO N :
• Reducing our coststo im prove the value for m oney ofour service and to m inim ise the
financialburden on the profession and consum ers
• Stream lining our support structure to reflect the changing requirem ents of the LCS
and the em erging direction ofthe O LC
H A N D O V ER:
• Providing inform ation asnecessary to supportthe establishm entofthe O LC
• Providing supportto the shadow Board for the O LC
• A voiding backlogsto facilitate transfer ofcom plainthandling in 2010
• Preparing an efficienttransfer ofboth filesand staff to the O LC
CLO SU RE
• Closing LCS efficiently once the O LC isoperating
D uring the first three m onths of 2009 this Plan w ill sit alongside our existing Plan for
Com plaints H andling 2008/9 v2.1,w hich sets outthe perform ance targets w e com m itted to
deliver in M arch 08 – A pril09.From 1 A pril2009,thisPlan standsalone.
W e look forw ard to thischallenging period.

D eborah Evans
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CEO ,LegalCom plaintsService
Chair,Board ofthe LegalCom plaints
Service
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Perform ance O bjectives
W e w illhandle allnew and existing w ork to m aintain the high standardsw e have achieved
over the recent years. Below are listed our Perform ance O bjectives (PO s) to give a clear
focus for our decision-m aking up untilclosure.M eeting these PO s w illhelp us deliver our
key priorities ofPerform ance,Cost Reduction,H andover and Closure.Fullachievem ent of
these levels m ay be m ade m ore difficult by the inevitable (but so far unknow n) changing
circum stances, e.g. higher staff attrition, but they w ill continue to serve as fundam ental
objectivesin the day-to-day m anagem entofthe organisation.
In previous years,targets set by our regulator w ere sim ply an average of the w hole year,
w hich could allow significantvariance w ithin the year.W hilstthis w ould com plem entthe
expected situation in 2009, w here conditions are m ore likely to produce short-term
fluctuations, w e aim to m eet these PO s as an average for each quarter-year. This w ill
prom ote stability in the service levelw e provide.

Perform ance A rea

G etting the RightA nsw er
Q1
W e w illachieve a fair outcom e and service standard,w ithout
significantfailings,in atleast90% ofcasesclosed
D oing itQ uickly
T1
W e w illinvestigate and resolve atleast65% ofcasesw ithin 3
m onthsofreceipt,and 100% ofcasesw ithin 12 m onths,apart
from in exceptionalcircum stances.
Inform ing the Custom er
S1
W e w illensure atleast80% ofour custom ersare satisfied w ith
our service.
Providing V alue for M oney
C1
W e w illreduce the costindex ofourservice by 6% peryearin
realterm s.
Preparation for H andover and closure.
H1
O ptim ise totalnum berofcasesin progress(W IP)
H2

O ptim ise num berofU nallocated cases(by m easuring duration
ofunallocated buffer)

Forecast
Perform ance
2008

Perform ance
O bjective 2009

90%

90%

68% in 3m
100% in 12m

65% in 3m
100% in 12m

80%

80%

-6% (vs2007
actual)

-6% (vsJuly 08
forecast)

A pprox 3,600
21 days

These W IP and U nallocated PO sare based on statisticalm odelsto favour best
efficiency.They m ustbe keptlow to m inim ise delay,yetm ustnotbe allow ed
to go below setlevels,to m aintain efficientutilisation ofstaff.

The Perform ance O bjectivesfor 2010 w illbe setduring the latter partof2009 w hen m ore is
know n aboutthe starting date and prioritiesofthe O LC.
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O perations
W orkload
This Plan contains forecast and budget num bers for 2009 based on our current know ledge
and our Planning A ssum ptions (page 11).The num bers for 2010 (and updates to the 2009
forecast)w illbe developed asm ore inform ation becom esavailable.
In 2009, w e expect to receive around 27,000 item s of new w ork (excluding Coal H ealth
Com pensation Schem e (CH CS) w ork, w hich is treated separately in this Plan), and over
72,000 calls to the H elpline.This expectation is based on a 4% rise in new com plaints and
w ritten enquiries, and a stable level of H elpline calls. W e expect the m ix of w ork and
com plainttypesto be very sim ilar to 2008.

Receipts

LatestEstim ate April2008 to
M arch 2009

Forecast2009

Com plaints

19,000

19,700

W ritten Enquiries/E-m ail

5,750

5,850

O ther w ork

2,000

2,100

H elpline Calls

71,500

71,500

A sw ellascasew ork,our operationalstaffundertake other essentialactivitiessuch asquality
control and auditing, translations, provision of m anagem ent inform ation and stakeholder
reports, business planning, technical policy, training and interaction w ith our external
regulators. In particular w e are seeing a m arked increase in Freedom of Inform ation
requests,w hich already require 1 FTE to supportand com pile responses.

CoalH ealth Com pensation Schem e (CH CS)
W e are com m itted to ensuring that form er m iners are aw are of how w e can help if
solicitors m ade inappropriate deductions from their aw ard under the G overnm ent’s
com pensation schem e. 2009 w illsee the nextphase in the LCS CH CS projectfollow ing on
from the successful Rother V alley pilot, w hich involved m iners contacting us directly
follow ing a com bination ofinform ation sessionsand M P aw arenessraising.
Phase 2 differs from the pilot in that the law firm s,not us,w illbe contacting their clients.
W e w illonly approach the clients of those firm s that do not agree to w rite to their clients
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or give a w ritten confirm ation thatdeductions w ere notm ade. W e expectw e w illneed to
contact a total of around 35,000 clients,although this estim ate m ay change follow ing the
trial m ailing at the end of 2008, and as m ore solicitors agree to w rite to their clients
them selves.
W hilstthis rem ains a significanttask,w e w illdo as m uch as possible to resolve this area of
consum er detrim entbefore com plainthandling ishanded over to the O LC.
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Com plaintH andling
O ur purpose is to resolve com plaints from m em bers of the public about poor service
provided by their solicitor. W e have a team ofdedicated case w orkers w ho are com m itted
to finding the best resolution using a variety of skills,and a tailored approach to suit the
needsofthe parties.
W e offer a H elpline service to both the public and solicitors,to assistand guide them w ith
early com plaint resolution. O ur case w orkers w ork effectively and efficiently to bring as
m any cases to early resolution as possible,and,w here agreem entis notpossible,to achieve
a fair and tim ely outcom e for allparties.
O ver the past year w e have been ‘com pleting the circle’,collating inform ation and trends
from the com plaints w e receive and passing this back out to the profession, to help
solicitors raise their ow n levels of client care and so reduce the num ber of com plaints
occurring.This has included sem inars,training m aterials,regular item s in the legalm edia,
case studies on our w ebsite and the inauguration of the annual aw ard for Excellence in
ClientCare.
D uring 2009 the team w illconcentrate on m aintaining our perform ance.W e w illintroduce
investm ent-free efficiency im provem ents w here necessary to tackle any unexpected
changes and w e aim to hand our highly successfulw ork on raising client care standards in
the profession over to The Law Society (TLS). From O ctober 2009 w e w ill freeze all
processes, only m aking any further changes w here necessary to cope w ith unforeseen
situations. This w illallow us in 2010 to focus on carefully m anaging W ork In Progress and
m aintain optim allevelsofservice.
W e recognise that this final period of our operation w illbring m any challenges.
The dow nturn in the econom y is changing the am ount and type of w ork given to
solicitors,and m any firm s are looking at uncertain futures.W e have already begun to see
changes to the types of com plaints w e receive as a result of the overall econom ic clim ate
and are also aw are thatconsum ershave a grow ing appetite for challenging the service they
receive.A llthese factors im ply w e could see m ajor changes in the com plaints w e receive in
future,including an increase in volum e,
A tthe sam e tim e,w e are starting to see the reform s ofthe LegalServices A ct2007 com e to
life, creating a new regulatory landscape for legal services.The incom ing O LC w ill
significantly change how redress is provided to consum ers of legal services. It also
represents a big change for LCS, both for our custom ers and our staff. Thisnew
organisation w illrequire tim e to setitsdirection and putin place itsarchitecture. W e have
greatconfidence in the process for form ing the new O LC in the W estM idlands. H ow ever,
w e acknow ledge that the current lack of clarity of the handover process,pressures
ofbudgetary constraints due to the im pact of the credit crunch on the profession and a
clim ate of uncertainty w ill challenge our ability to m aintain our staffing levels and
standards of service. Together, these factorsw ill require us to m onitor, adjust and react
flexibly as necessary to m aintain our objectives and high standards and support our
custom ersand staffthrough thistim e ofchange.
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LocalConciliation O fficers(LCO s)
W e have arranged the support of a netw ork of local volunteers w ho are geographically
spread around the country to ensure w e are accessible to custom ers w ith extra needs. They
are available for us to call on as required and provide a face-to-face service for custom ers
w ho are vulnerable or cannotdealw ith LCS through the norm alchannels.
D uring 2009 the LCO s w illcontinue this role. In 2010 they m ay be used m ore flexibly to
supportadditionalresolution ofcasesbefore the transfer ofcasew ork to the O LC.

A djudication
The adjudication function is the finalpointin the case w ork process,w here other m ethods
have proved unsuccessful and w e have been unable to reach an appropriate resolution
betw een the custom er and the solicitor. The adjudicator w ill consider the evidence
provided by the custom er and the solicitor along w ith the recom m endations m ade by the
case w orker and w illm ake a form aldecision on the case.
D uring 2008 the adjudication team w ere m oved into LCS to becom e an integralpartofour
w orking. This dedicated w orking w illbe optim ised at the start of 2009 to achieve tim ely
resolution ofallcases requiring adjudication. D uring 2010 the team w illcom plete as m any
rem aining adjudicationsaspossible before the transfer ofcasew ork to the O LC.

W ork In Progress(W IP)Levels
W e have already significantly reduced the num ber ofcases received butnotyetcom pleted
(W IP).W e w illcontinue to m aintain a low level,to m inim ise the im pact at handover,but
w e w ill stop short of going below the level w here casew orking becom es less efficient.To
m aintain the required capacity to close cases as fast as w e receive them , w e need a set
num ber ofcasew orkers.D ue to the stop-startnature ofinvestigations,w aiting for responses
from various parties,each casew orker needs to handle severalcases at the sam e tim e to be
fully occupied.These tw o factors therefore determ ine a m inim um levelofW IP required to
efficiently achieve the required capacity.The tw o PO s(H 1 and H 2)have been developed in
thisw ay.
It is possible that com plaint receipts w ill fall noticeably in the few m onths preceding the
handover to the O LC.If this happens,our capacity can be reduced,som e casew orkers can
be released for supportor training w ith the new organisation as required and our W IP w ill
reduce asa consequence.

Perform ance A ssurance and Reporting
W e w ill m onitor our progress and perform ance against this Plan through an efficient
com bination ofself-checking,internalauditand our independentassurance function,using
the PO s and a range of supporting Key Perform ance Indicators to assess our perform ance.
Together w e w ill proactively collate and analyse all aspects of data through the Business
A nalysis and Inform ation team and report these regularly to the local m anagem ent, our
Board and key stakeholdersto ensure transparency and accountability throughoutthistim e.
A s w ell as routine reporting, w e w ill continue to provide ad hoc inform ation on
perform ance,enabling m anagem entto identify,investigate and plan around businessissues.
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The effectiveness ofour controls w illbe review ed independently by the TLS internalaudit
function and scrutinised by the TLS M anagem ent Board.O ur perform ance w illbe further
verified by auditfrom our regulator,the LegalServicesCom plaintsCom m issioner (LSCC).
D uring 2009-10 w e w illbe providing detailed inform ation to a w ider group ofstakeholders
to assist planning for the eventual handover of w ork and closure, as w ell as m onitoring
m ore closely for w arning signs of perform ance change due to unusualfactors. In addition
w e w ill provide forecasts and m odels to support both strategic and detailed business
planning.

Q uality & Service Standards
W e provide internalquality assurance and audit for the operationalunits from the Q uality
and Service Standards team .Through this team w e also collate and analyse audit data and
feedback from our external stakeholders, the LSCC and LSO , as w ell as capturing and
analysing satisfaction data from custom ers and solicitors. By com bining relevant statistics
and feedback for the business,w e can ensure adherence to the quality targets and standards
and prioritise quality im provem ents. W e also m anage our internalcom plaintsprocedure in
this team ,dealing w ith com plaints about our service,and agreeing com pensation aw ards if
and w hen appropriate.
In 2009 w e w illcontinue to review and m aintain custom er service policies,deliver relevant
training,and audit against the Perform ance O bjectives to ensure a good levelof custom er
service.W e w ill also optim ise the level of checking required to m aintain these standards,
seeking to rem ove checking that is no longer required as our ow n perform ance im proves
and the processesare show n to be robust.

TechnicalPolicy and Training
O ur TechnicalPolicy and Support team ensure the right inform ation is given to the right
people at the right tim e and in the right form at. This includes producing guidance notes,
w orking w ith colleagues to develop,update and renew policies,engaging w ith stakeholders
and technical colleagues across the business, and im proving the inform ation available on
the w ebsite to users ofthe service to m eetcustom ers’needs. W e ensure thatinform ation is
current and the case w orkers have the inform ation they need to im prove productivity and
m eet targets. W e also provide a variety of technical training to ensure case w orkers are
equipped w ith the right skills to do their job. In addition,w e m anage the content of our
internal and external w ebsites and create solutions to assist w ith inform ation storage and
sharing. W e w ork in partnership w ith technicalcolleagues across the business to prom ote
consistentinterpretation ofour pow ersand to ensure thatallstaffachieve the high levelsof
inform ation literacy required of know ledge w orkers,understanding the part they play in
high quality know ledge m anagem entin thisknow ledge rich casew orking environm ent.
D uring 2009 w e w illconcentrate on keeping case w orkers up to date w ith allthe technical
and policy inform ation they need to m eetconsistentstandards ofcasew ork,and constantly
im prove the content and m anagem ent of technical know ledge internally and externally.
W e w ill also continue to w ork w ith the central TLS service to provide responses to the
increasing num bersofFO Iand D PA subjectaccessrequests.
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Staffing
O ur H R service isprovided centrally from TLS. W e have a responsibility to w ork w ith TLS
to m anage,inform and support our staff through the m any changes involved w ith closure
and handover,including the application of TU PE-style arrangem ents.W e w illbe w orking
closely w ith TLS to achieve the bestoveralloutcom e.
M indful of the eventual closure of LCS,during 2009 w e w ill review w hich posts released
through staff attrition are filled, and m oving from perm anent to fixed term contracts for
new starters.
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BusinessSupport
W e w ill continue to stream line our support services to provide a lean, value for m oney
operation.The necessary business functions are seen as strategy,com m unications,business
im provem ent and equality & diversity. Business support for other key areas w ill be
provided by The Law Society (TLS)through the shared CentralService functionsoffinance,
legal,internalaudit,IT,facilitiesand hum an resources.
BusinessSupportw illconsistof7 m ain areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Businesschange asnecessary
Conclusion ofthe Equality and D iversity (E& D )strategy im plem entation
Costreduction and efficiency initiatives
Review and m aintenance ofLCS policy
Com m unications, w ith a strong focus on internal as w ell as external
com m unications
O ngoing liaison w ith the O LC,Legal Services Board (LSB) and M inistry of Justice
(M oJ).
Strategic optionsanalysisfor variousO LC m odelsand closure scenarios

Businesschange asnecessary
By the end of2009 w e w illhave com pleted the m ajority ofthe 3-year im provem entagenda
started in 2007 (via the six im provem ent program m es) and prepared for the transfer of
com plaints to O LC and the closure of LCS. In 2010 processes w illbe frozen and the only
non-O LC focussed businesschange w illbe the conclusion ofthe CH CS project.
W e w illneed to consider alternative strategic options for both the London and Leam ington
offices w hilstconsidering the very differentdem ands placed on the organisation by the key
stakeholders – our custom ers, the O LC and TLS. M ore flexibility w ill be built into our
structure and staffing to m aintain our capacity and high standards through this tim e of
significant change. This flexibility w ill be achieved through a variety of different
m echanism s,including m ulti-skilling,m ore use of externalresource and different form s of
contractsfor any new staff.

Conclusion ofthe E& D strategy im plem entation
W e w ill continue to deliver against our five key E& D strategies by im plem enting the
associated strands of our A ction Plan. Through analysis, trend identification and
subsequent action plans w e w ill deliver an accessible custom er service tailored to the
diverse needs of our consum ers and solicitors. W e w ill w ork to identify and resolve any
apparent inequality in our service delivery. W e w ill build staff and stakeholder
engagem ent and effectively com m unicate our E& D com m itm ent. A m odular e-Learning
package w illenable us to deliver training and raise organisationaldiversity aw areness and
by identifying key policiesand undertaking im pactassessm entsw e w illensure thatw e are a
fair and diversity orientated em ployer.

O ngoing liaison w ith the O LC,LSB,M oJand other stakeholders.
W e w illconsolidate our close links w ith the above bodies through the ongoing w ork ofthe
Regulatory A ffairs Team . O ur aim is to w ork constructively w ith stakeholders to support
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the establishm ent of the O LC as a w orld class com plaint handling body.W e w illoffer our
insights,expertise and know ledge aboutcom plaint handling in the legalservices m arket to
help the O LC Board and senior m anagem entm ake inform ed choices aboutthe shape ofthe
new om budsm an schem e. W e believe thatthis w illassista sm ooth and efficienttransfer of
w ork from LCS to O LC w ithout detrim ent to the custom er. W e are also w orking closely
w ith TLS and the Solicitors Regulation A uthority (SRA ) in relation to the im pact of the
creation ofthe O LC.
D uring 2009 w e w ill be advising the O LC on w hat w e do operationally to inform its
decision-m aking and agreeing the detailsofclosure w ith TLS and handover w ith O LC.

Review and m aintenance ofLCS policy
W e w ill continue to review the policies underpinning our com plaint handling processes
and adapt them as necessary to reflect best practice and custom er needs. Policy w ork w ill
include addressing risks such as judicial review and reputation as w ell as influencing the
O LC in term sofschem e rules.
D uring 2009 w e w illcontinue to ensure our policiesare up-to-date,clear and fitfor purpose
in delivering our services. A s w e approach closure, w e w ill restrict policy w ork to that
required by statutory change and E& D requirem ents.

Costreduction and efficiency initiatives
2008 saw the successful im plem entation of a cost reduction exercise w ith savings
am ounting to over 6% of budget. The project has identified – and is delivering - cash
savingsfor the financialyear January 2008 to D ecem ber 2008. In 2009,w e w illcontinue to
focus on costs w hile m aintaining our quality and effectiveness. W e are com m itted in
particular to further stream lining our support activities as appropriate as w e m ove tow ards
handover w hilstm aintaining the quality ofour service to our custom ers.
For 2009 w e w ill build on the various cost reduction areas already identified as w ell as
investigating further areas. O ur 2009 budget already includes a 10% saving in real term s
againstthe m id-year forecastfor 2008 expenditure.

Com m unications
W e w ill continue to use our Com m unications team to support a num ber of areas of key
business activity throughout 2009. A s w ell as handling all the organisations internal and
external com m unications m essages, the team w ill lead in regard to key stakeholder and
parliam entary liaison. These activities w illbe particularly im portantduring the discussions
regarding transition already underw ay w ith the M oJand the team w illprovide a link to the
new ly form ed D epartm ent of Environm ent and Clim ate Change as the initiative to bring
redressto form er m inersin England and W alesgatherspace.
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Strategic optionsanalysisfor variousO LC m odelsand closure scenarios
Itw illbe the O LC’sdecision to determ ine the structure ofthe new organisation,along w ith
the tim ing and m ethod of transferring com plaints from ourselves to the new organisation.
This transfer could be a ‘Big Bang’approach,or any variation ofa phased transfer over tim e
(w hich provides better custom er service and partially m itigates the risk of starting a new
operation from scratch).
W e recognise that it could be helpful,and m ay even be necessary,to m odify our w ay of
w orking in anticipation of the O LC creation,to support ease of transfer and availability of
suitable resources as required. W e are also aw are that w e m ay need to respond to the
environm entcreated by the O LC’s developm entoftheir future approach,to ensure w e can
m aintain m orale,staffing,good service and m inim albacklog in the interim .It is therefore
essentialthatw e continue to investigate certain aspectsofthe future environm entaspartof
our responsible risk m anagem ent.
This w ork,w hich w illbe restricted to vitalaspects only,w illenable us reliably inform key
stakeholders regarding the issues they are considering.For exam ple,w e have been able to
provide our detailed and practicalinsightsinto the relative benefitsofBig Bang and Parallel
Running. In addition, it w ill ensure w e are w ell-inform ed in m anaging our options for
m aintaining perform ance over the period up to the closure ofthe LCS.
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TotalLCS Resource and BudgetRequirem ents
H eadcountResource 2009
O perations
D irectCasew ork
Casew ork Support
Casew ork M anagem ent
O perationsSupport
TotalO perations

FTE
225.9
107.2
34.0
12.4
379.5

BusinessSupport
BusinessChange
BusinessSupportServices
CEO O ffice
TotalBusinessSupport

FTE
5.0
11.1
4.0
20.1

In 2008 w e im proved efficiency by rem oving 13 full-tim e posts.D uring 2009 w e expectthe
totalstaffing figure of399.6 to reduce by a sim ilar num ber asw e consolidate through
naturalstaffattrition and freeze variousactivities.Thisexpected reduction isincluded in
our budget.

BudgetSum m ary 2009

Basic Salaries
N I/Pension Contributions

2008
Budget

2008 Q 2
Forecast

2009
Budget

Q 2 v 09
Budget

12,953,287

12,059,309

12,840,981

V ariance
%

(781,672)

-6.5%
10.0%

3,598,255

2,960,514

2,663,132

297,382

O ther StaffCosts

319,209

363,112

377,367

(14,255)

-3.9%

Tem porary Staff(A gency)

234,686

1,211,937

87,648

1,124,289

92.8%

Tem porary Staff(LS FTC*)

0

349,436

0

349,436

100.0%

17,105,437

16,944,308

15,969,128

975,180

5.8%

Printing,stationery,postage & telephone

279,790

315,071

297,999

17,072

5.4%

Com puting Charges

101,341

5,800

0

5,800

100.0%

Travel& Subsistence

157,810

146,786

152,830

(6,044)

-4.1%

66,300

48,618

32,700

15,918

32.7%

TotalStaffExpenditure

Entertaining
LegalFees

0

0

0

0

O ther professionalfees

1,900,190

1,319,765

1,010,600

309,165

23.4%

G eneraladm inistration

597,470

655,923

343,920

312,003

47.6%

O ther establishm entexpenses

199,000

112,000

2,000

110,000

98.2%

LegalServicesCom plaintsCom m issioner

926,000

750,000

468,750

281,250

37.5%

4,227,901

3,353,963

2,308,799

1,045,164

31.2%

TotalN on StaffExpenditure
Incom e
TotalExpenditure

(300,000)

(150,000)

(200,000)

50,000

-33.3%

21,033,338

20,148,271

18,077,927

2,070,344

10.3%

*LS FTC = Law Society Fixed Term Contract

N ote that,in line w ith TLS finance requirem ents,thisbudgetdoesnotinclude m aternity cover,the
salary increase due on 1 Jan 2009,the costsofTLS centralservicesnorany retention,transition or
restructuring costs.A llofthese w illbe funded separately by TLS.

O ur 2010 budgetw illbe setduring 2009.
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Planning A ssum ptions(and how they affectthisPlan)
2009 is difficult to forecast accurately,as there are m any external influences on LCS and
com plaints handling. Several significant decisions are not yet m ade and are outside LCS
control. In order to build a plan for the rem aining period it has been necessary to m ake
certain assum ptions, as outlined in our Forew ord. A s the topics of these assum ptions
becom e clarified, the Plan w ill be updated to m aintain its validity and any change from
these m ay require contingency funding.
LCS (Leam ington and London)to close on 31 M arch 2010 (earliestlikely date)
Thisallow scertain anticipatory m easuresto be introduced from m id-2009.The risk ofusing
this earliestdate is thatthe reality is likely to require m ore resource and budgetthan given
in this Plan. It is also possible that the Leam ington and London offices m ay close at
differenttim es,subjectto the handover m echanism chosen by the O LC.
M aintain Possibility ofParallelRunning during H andover to O LC
The handover m odelchosen by O LC w illnot be know n untilm aybe m id-2009,but could
be any num ber of variants of ‘parallel running’- to m axim ise contingency and m inim ise
risk - or ‘Big Bang’. A tthis stage w e should nottake any steps w hich could lim itthe O LC’s
ability to choose and im plem ent the favoured m ethod. Retaining the necessary resources
and facilitiesfor parallelrunning therefore givesitthe required flexibility.
London O ffice staysopen atleastuntilD ecem ber 2009
To deliver the 2009 service levels contained in this Plan, the capacity of the London
com plaint handling office is required.From January 2010,the future of the London office
depends on the chosen handover m ethod to the O LC,and this can only be clarified once
that decision is m ade know n. Therefore,to achieve the perform ance objectives for 2009,
the London office lease m ust be extended until D ecem ber 2009 w ith opportunity for
further extension subjectto review from m id-2009.
A dequate resourcesare available from the Law Society.
The plan assum es: A budgetfor 2010 w illbe setata reasonable levelin order thatcapacity and
perform ance m ay be m aintained.
 A dequate centralresourcesw illbe provided to supportLCS untilclosure in
Finance,Facilities,Legalservices,IT,InternalA uditand H R.
 N o disruption ofcore LCS system sw illtake place.
80% LCS staffw illtransfer to the O LC
This is the current w orking assum ption of the M oJ, and inform s our view on w hat is
required to m aintain our capacity in 2009. If this num ber w ere to drop w e could expect
staffattrition to rise,requiring proactive m anagem entto m aintain our service levels.
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LCS isnotconstrained to provide com plete M idlandsstaffpoolfor the O LC
W hilst w e are keen that our staff have the opportunity for future em ploym ent w ith the
O LC,and w antto supportthe O LC start-up how ever w e can,w e cannotguarantee thatw e
w ill necessarily have the full num ber and skill set of personnel required available in the
M idlands at the handover tim e.To m ake such a com m itm ent w ould require us to build up
num bers in the M idlands to cover the staffthatw ould notrelocate from our London office.
If LCS staffing availability is below that required by the O LC,then the O LC w ill need to
cover the recruitm entand training
Receiptsstay atforecastlevelsfor 2009
O ne phenom enon around closure is that raised public aw areness could cause consum ers to
‘hold back’com plaints in anticipation of the O LC (and a £30k m axim um aw ard).W e have
assum ed thatthis w illnotoccur during 2009.Ifa dow nturn w ere to start,w e could reduce
tem porary staffing or alternatively use the additionalcapacity to reduce W IP,although this
w ould also reduce efficiency.
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Risks
D ue to the high levelof uncertainty at this tim e,there are m any risks to our PO s and this
Plan,including the follow ing.
1. O pening date of O LC m ay be later than 1 A pril 2010,up to the end of 2010.The
closure ofLCS could be even later ifa period ofparallelrunning isrequired.
2. A dditional constraints m ay be placed on LCS by external stakeholders or
organisations
3. A lthough independentfrom TLS,the LCS budgetisultim ately held by TLS.
4. H igher CH CS w ork than forecast.
5. H igher staffattrition than forecast(especially London)asdetailsofLCS closure,and
O LC structure,becom esclearer.
6. A dditionalresource required for O LC handover preparation
7. Increased Freedom ofInform ation requestsm ay need further resourcing
8. LossofCentralService Staff/functionsbefore transition
9. TU PE m odeland Pay & Pensions negotiation could significantly affectstaffing cost
in run-up to closure.
10. H igh levelofPlanning A ssum ptions
11. Im pactofthe CreditCrunch could reduce availability ofcontingency funding from
TLS.
O ur actionsto m anage these risksinclude the follow ing.
1. W e continue to m odeldiffering O LC vesting dates to allow us to plan and forecast
variousoperationalm odels
2. The LCS is currently subject to scrutiny by the O ffice of the Legal Services
Com plaints Com m issioner. It w illbe up to the M oJ to decide if this is to continue
in the lead up to the O LC. LCS w illneed to m aintain flexibility to m eet differing
stakeholder dem ands.
3. The next phase of the CH CS cannot be assessed until the results of the trial are
know n (due end of N ovem ber 2008). Costs could fluctuate greatly therefore w e
need to build in a contingency allow ance.
4. Retention packages – yet to be defined. M anagem ent and casew orker attrition can
be influenced by retention packages. D uring 2009 a package w illbe developed to
suitthe specific circum stancesto protectkey individuals.
5. The availability of contingency funding has been requested from TLS to cover
assum ptions subsequently show n to be incorrect, m aterialising risks and other
changes.
6. Flexible staffing options - as w e head tow ards 2010 it becom es hard to justify
recruitm ent as new starters have insufficient tim e to bed in. Instead,from January
2009,options such as secondm ent,fixed term contracts and increased outsourcing
w illbe investigated.
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